
IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF OHIO

EASTERN DIVISION

Southern Glazer’s Distributors of Ohio, LLC
4800 Poth Road
Columbus, Ohio 43213

Plaintiff,

v.

The Great Lakes Brewing Company
2516 Market Street
Cleveland, Ohio 44113

and

The Boston Beer Company, Inc.
One Design Center Place, Suite 850
Boston, Massachusetts 02210

and

Boston Beer Corporation
One Design Center Place, Suite 850
Boston, Massachusetts 02210

and

Boston Brewing Company, Inc.
One Design Center Place, Suite 850
Boston, Massachusetts 02210

Defendants.

Case No. 2:16-cv-00861

Judge Watson

Magistrate Judge Deavers

JURY DEMAND ENDORSED
HEREON

AMENDED COMPLAINT FOR DECLARATORY JUDGMENT AND
PRELIMINARY AND PERMANENT INJUNCTION

Plaintiff Southern Glazer’s Distributors of Ohio, LLC by and through counsel and for its

Complaint against Defendants The Great Lakes Brewing Company, The Boston Beer Company,

Inc., Boston Beer Corporation, Boston Brewing Company, Inc. states and alleges as follows:
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PARTIES

1. Plaintiff Southern Glazer’s Distributors of Ohio, LLC (“Southern Glazer’s of

Ohio”) is an Ohio limited liability company with its principal place of business at 4800 Poth

Road, Columbus, Ohio 43213. All of the membership interests in Southern Glazer’s of Ohio are

held by Southern Glazer’s Wine and Spirits, LLC, a Delaware limited liability company. None

of the members of Southern Glazer’s Wine and Spirits, LLC is a citizen of Ohio.

2. Defendant The Great Lakes Brewing Company, Inc. (“Great Lakes”) is an Ohio

corporation with its principal place of business at 2516 Market Street, Cleveland, Ohio 44113.

Great Lakes manufactures and supplies beer products to distributors in many states, including

Ohio, and derives substantial revenue from distribution of its beer products throughout Ohio.

3. Defendant The Boston Beer Company, Inc. is a Massachusetts corporation with

its principal place of business at One Design Center Place, Suite 850, Boston, Massachusetts

02210.

4. Defendant Boston Beer Corporation is a Massachusetts corporation with its

principal place of business at One Design Center Place, Suite 850, Boston, Massachusetts 02210.

5. Defendant Boston Brewing Company, Inc. is a Massachusetts corporation with its

principal place of business at One Design Center Place, Suite 850, Boston, Massachusetts 02210.

6. Defendants The Boston Beer Company, Inc., Boston Beer Corporation, and

Boston Brewing Company, Inc., (collectively “Boston Beer”) manufactures and supplies beer

products to distributors in many states, including Ohio, and derives substantial revenue from

distribution of its beer products throughout Ohio.

JURISDICTION AND VENUE

7. This is a complaint for injunctive relief governed by the Ohio Alcoholic

Beverages Franchise Act, Ohio Rev. Code § 1333.82 et seq. Jurisdiction is conferred on this
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Court by 28 U.S.C. §§ 1332 and 2201. The amount in controversy exceeds the value of $75,000,

exclusive of interest and costs, and an actual controversy exists between the parties.

8. Venue is appropriate in this district under 28 U.S.C. § 1391.

THE OHIO ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGE FRANCHISE ACT

9. The Ohio Alcoholic Beverage Franchise Act, Ohio Rev. Code §§ 1333.82-

1333.87 (the “Ohio Franchise Act”), governs the relationship between “distributors” and

“manufacturers” of beer and wine in Ohio.

10. A “distributor” is “a person that sells or distributes alcoholic beverages to retail

permit holders in this state.” Ohio Rev. Code § 1333.82(C). Southern Glazer’s of Ohio is a

“distributor” under the Ohio Franchise Act.

11. A “manufacturer” is a person or entity “that manufactures or supplies alcoholic

beverages to distributors in this state.” Ohio Rev. Code § 1333.82(B). Great Lakes and Boston

Beer are “manufacturers” under the Ohio Franchise Act.

12. Under the Ohio Franchise Act, a franchise relationship is established

automatically when a distributor distributes beer or wine for a manufacturer for 90 days or more

without a written contract:

When a distributor of beer or wine for a manufacturer, or the successors or
assigns of the manufacturer, distributes the beer or wine for ninety days or more
without a written contract, a franchise relationship is established between the
parties, and sections 1333.82 to 1333.87 of the Revised Code apply to the
manufacturer, its successor or assigns, and the distributor.

Ohio Rev. Code § 1333.83.

13. The Ohio Franchise Act also requires a manufacturer to offer a written franchise

agreement to its distributors, and states that “[a]ny provision of a franchise agreement that

waives any of the prohibitions of, or fails to comply with, sections 1333.82 to 1333.87 of the

Revised Code is void and unenforceable.” Id.
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14. The Ohio Franchise Act sets forth the circumstances in which a manufacturer may

terminate a franchise with a distributor:

Except as provided in divisions (A) to (D) of this section, no manufacturer or
distributor shall cancel or fail to renew a franchise or substantially change a
sales area or territory without the prior consent of the other party for other than
just cause and without at least sixty days’ written notice to the other party
setting forth the reasons for such cancellation, failure to renew, or substantial
change.

Ohio Rev. Code § 1333.85 (emphasis added).

15. Section 1333.85(D) sets forth the only circumstance in which a franchise may be

terminated without “just cause,” and 1333.85(D) applies only if “a successor manufacturer

acquires all or substantially all of the stock or assets of another manufacturer through merger or

acquisition or acquires or is the assignee of a particular product or brand of alcoholic beverage

from another manufacturer.” Neither Great Lakes nor Boston Beer is a “successor

manufacturer” within the meaning of Ohio Rev. Code § 1333.85(D).

16. The Ohio Franchise Act prohibits manufacturers and distributors from engaging

in specified conduct, regardless of whether a written franchise agreement purports to allow such

conduct:

Notwithstanding the terms of any franchise, no manufacturer or distributor
engaged in the sale and distribution of alcoholic beverages, or a subsidiary of any
such manufacturer, shall:

(A) Fail to act in good faith or without just cause in acting or purporting to act
under the terms of a franchise or in cancelling or failing to renew a franchise;

(B) Award an additional franchise for the sale of the same brand within the same
sales area or territory. . . .

. . .

(F) Refuse to recognize the rights of surviving partners, shareholders, or heirs and
fail to act in good faith in accordance with reasonable standards for fair dealing,
with respect to the distributor’s right to sell, assign, transfer or otherwise dispose
of the distributor’s business, in all or in part, except that the distributor shall have
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no right to sell, assign, or transfer the franchise without the prior consent of the
manufacturer, who shall not unreasonably withhold the manufacturer’s consent.

Ohio Rev. Code § 1333.84 (emphasis added).

STATEMENT OF FACTS

Southern Glazer’s Of Ohio’s Distribution Of Great Lakes And Boston Beer

17. Southern Glazer’s of Ohio began distributing beer for Great Lakes and Boston

Beer in 1999, when Southern Glazer’s of Ohio, then doing business as Glazer’s Distributors of

Ohio, Inc., acquired Robins Wine & Spirits, Inc. (“Robins”).

18. Prior to its acquisition in 1999, Robins was distributing beer for Great Lakes and

Boston Beer in Ohio. Upon the completion of the 1999 acquisition, Southern Glazer’s of Ohio

began distributing beer for Great Lakes and Boston Beer in Ohio in the territories in which

Robins had previously distributed Great Lakes and Boston Beer.

19. Southern Glazer’s has continued to distribute beer for Great Lakes and Boston

Beer in Ohio at all times over the past 17 years.

20. In 2006, The Great Lakes Brewing Company entered into a Sales & Distribution

Agreement with Glazer’s Distributors of Ohio, Inc. (the “Great Lakes Franchise Agreement,”

attached as Exhibit 1). The Great Lakes Franchise Agreement has been amended from time to

time regarding the brands that Southern Glazer’s of Ohio distributes for Great Lakes and the

territories in which Southern Glazer’s of Ohio distributes those brands.

21. Southern Glazer’s of Ohio currently distributes beer for Great Lakes in the

following Ohio counties: Athens, Auglaize, Belmont, Champaign, Clark, Coshocton, Delaware,

Fairfield, Fayette, Franklin, Gallia, Guernsey, Hocking, Jackson, Knox, Lawrence, Licking,

Logan, Madison, Meigs, Mercer, Monroe, Morgan, Muskingum, Noble, Perry, Pickaway, Pike,

Ross, Scioto, Shelby, Union, Vinton, Washington (the “Great Lakes Territory”).
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22. Within the Great Lakes Territory, Southern Glazer’s of Ohio currently distributes

all brands of beer offered by Great Lakes (the “Great Lakes Brands”), including Dortmunder

Gold, Eliot Ness Amber Lager, Burning River Pale Ale, and Christmas Ale, among others.

23. Southern Glazer’s of Ohio is the exclusive distributor of the Great Lakes Brands

within the Great Lakes Territory.

24. In 1995, Boston Brewing Company entered into an Agreement of Wholesaler and

Brewer Rights and Responsibilities with Robins (the “Boston Beer Franchise Agreement,”

attached as Exhibit 2). In 1999, the Boston Beer Franchise Agreement was assigned to Glazer’s

Distributors of Ohio, Inc. (attached as Exhibit 3). The Boston Beer Franchise Agreement has

been amended from time to time regarding the brands that Southern Glazer’s of Ohio distributes

for Boston Beer and the territories in which Southern Glazer’s of Ohio distributes those brands.

25. Southern Glazer’s of Ohio currently distributes beer for Boston Beer in the

following Ohio counties: Ashland, Athens, Coshocton, Crawford, Delaware, Fairfield, Fayette,

Franklin, Gallia, Guernsey, Hocking, Jackson, Knox, Lawrence, Licking, Logan, Madison,

Marion, Meigs, Morgan, Morrow, Muskingum, Noble, Perry, Pickaway, Pike, Richland, Ross,

Scioto, Union, Vinton, and Washington (the “Boston Beer Territory”).

26. Within the Boston Beer Territory, Southern Glazer’s of Ohio distributes all brands

of beer offered by Boston Beer except for the Truly Spiked & Sparkling brands (the “Boston

Beer Brands”). The Boston Beer Brands include Sam Adams, Twisted Tea, and Angry Orchard,

among others.

27. Southern Glazer’s of Ohio is the exclusive distributor of the Boston Beer Brands

within the Boston Beer Territory.
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28. Southern Glazer’s of Ohio distributes the Great Lakes Brands and Boston Beer

Brands exclusively from its offices at 4800 Poth Road in Columbus, Ohio (the “Columbus

Branch”).

29. Great Lakes supplies the Great Lakes Brands to the Columbus Branch, and

Southern Glazer’s of Ohio then distributes the Great Lakes Brands from the Columbus Branch to

its customers throughout the Great Lakes Territory.

30. Boston Beer supplies the Boston Beer Brands to the Columbus Branch, and

Southern Glazer’s of Ohio then distributes the Boston Beer Brands from the Columbus Branch to

its customers throughout the Boston Beer Territory.

31. While the Columbus Branch distributes a variety of beer and non-beer products to

its customers, Great Lakes and Boston Beer are the most significant brands of beer distributed by

the Columbus Branch. By revenue, sales of the Great Lakes Brands over the past 12 months

comprised over 25% of all beer revenue in the Columbus Branch and over 4% of the Columbus

Branch’s total revenue. By revenue, sales of the Boston Beer Brands over the past 12 months

comprised over 50% of all beer revenue in the Columbus Branch and over 8% of the Columbus

Branch’s total revenue.

32. Distribution of the Great Lakes and Boston Beer Brands is an essential component

of the overall operation of the Columbus Branch because it enables the Columbus Branch to

employ more workers, make more frequent deliveries to customers, attract new customers, and

cross-sell other beer and non-beer products to its customers.

33. Because distribution of Great Lakes and Boston Beer is such an essential

component of the overall operation of the Columbus Branch, Southern Glazer’s of Ohio has

invested significant time and resources to expand the market for the Great Lakes and Boston
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Beer Brands, to enhance the facilities, equipment, software, and workforce necessary to

distribute the Great Lakes and Boston Beer Brands, and to take other steps necessary to

maintaining high levels of service and satisfaction for customers who buy the Great Lakes and

Boston Beer Brands.

34. Southern Glazer’s of Ohio has also made significant investments in the Great

Lakes and Boston Beer Brands at the request of Great Lakes and Boston Beer.

35. As a result of its ongoing investments in the Brands, Southern Glazer’s of Ohio’s

distribution of the Great Lakes and Boston Beer Brands has grown substantially. Since 2011,

Southern Glazer’s of Ohio’s sales of the Great Lakes Brands have grown by over 43% by

volume, and Southern Glazer’s of Ohio’s sales of the Boston Beer Brands have grown by over

75% by volume.

36. Southern Glazer’s of Ohio has also consistently ranked amount the top two or

three distributors of Great Lakes in Ohio, and has received numerous awards and recognitions

from Boston Beer for its outstanding achievements in the sale and marketing of Boston Beer.

The Southern-Glazer’s Transaction

37. The dispute in this case arises out of a transaction between two independent

distributors—Southern Wine & Spirits of America, Inc. (“Southern”) and Glazer’s, Inc.

(“Glazer’s”).

38. On January 11, 2016, Southern and Glazer’s announced the signing of a definitive

agreement to combine their businesses.

39. As part of the Southern-Glazer’s transaction, Glazer’s would contribute the

membership interests in its subsidiaries to Southern in exchange for stock in Southern. In

addition, Southern would convert from a Florida corporation to a Delaware LLC and change its

name to Southern Glazer’s Wine and Spirits, LLC.
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40. The Southern-Glazer’s transaction closed on June 30, 2016.

41. In connection with the Southern-Glazer’s transaction, the Plaintiff in this case

changed its name and converted from a corporation to a limited liability company, but the Great

Lakes and Boston Beer Brands are still distributed today from the Columbus Branch by the same

legal entity that was distributing the Great Lakes and Boston Beer Brands prior to the Southern-

Glazer’s transaction.

42. Prior to June 21, 2016, Plaintiff Southern Glazer’s Distributors of Ohio, LLC was

named Glazer’s Distributors of Ohio, Inc. and was a wholly-owned subsidiary of Glazer’s, Inc.

43. On June 21, 2016, Glazer’s Distributors of Ohio, Inc. was converted to a limited

liability company and its name was correspondingly changed to Glazer’s Distributors of Ohio,

LLC.

44. Glazer’s, Inc. then contributed all of the membership interests in Glazer’s

Distributors of Ohio, LLC to Southern Glazer’s Wine and Spirits, LLC—the new parent entity

after the Southern-Glazer’s transaction.

45. The name of Glazer’s Distributors of Ohio, LLC was then changed to Southern

Glazer’s Distributors of Ohio, LLC.

46. In sum, although its name changed and it converted from a corporation to a

limited liability company as part of the Southern-Glazer’s transaction, Glazer’s Distributors of

Ohio, Inc. is the same entity as Southern Glazer’s Distributors of Ohio, LLC—the Plaintiff in

this case (hereinafter, again “Southern Glazer’s of Ohio”).

47. The Southern-Glazer’s transaction did not impact the day-to-day operation of

Southern Glazer’s of Ohio or its distribution of the Great Lakes or Boston Beer Brands.
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48. After the Southern-Glazer’s transaction, the Great Lakes and Boston Beer Brands

continue to be distributed from the Columbus Branch.

49. After the Southern-Glazer’s transaction, the same equipment and facilities

continue to be used to receive and ship the Great Lakes and Boston Beer Brands at the Columbus

Branch.

50. After the Southern-Glazer’s transaction, virtually all of the same employees

continue to work for Southern Glazer’s of Ohio, and the only changes in personnel have been

ordinary retirement, promotion, hiring, and employee migration unrelated to the Southern-

Glazer’s transaction.

Great Lakes And Boston Beer’s Unlawful Franchise Termination

51. Following the January 11, 2016 announcement of the planned Southern-Glazer’s

transaction, Great Lakes and Boston Beer each reached out to Southern Glazer’s of Ohio seeking

information regarding the transaction and its potential impact on the distribution of the Great

Lakes and Boston Beer Brands in Ohio.

52. Over the following months, representatives of Glazer’s and Southern Glazer’s of

Ohio had discussions with Great Lakes and Boston Beer to clarify the nature of the transaction

and its potential impact on Southern Glazer’s of Ohio, the Columbus Branch, and the distribution

of the Great Lakes and Boston Beer Brands.

53. On May 11, 2016, Southern Glazer’s of Ohio sent a letter to Great Lakes

explaining the structure of the anticipated transaction, including the anticipated change to the

name of the Ohio entity distributing the Great lakes Brands, its conversion from a corporation to

a limited liability company, and the contribution of its ownership interests from Glazer’s, Inc. to

Southern Glazer’s Wine and Spirits, LLC.
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54. On May 13, 2016 Southern Glazer’s of Ohio sent a nearly identical letter to

Boston Beer.

55. On May 27, 2016, Great Lakes sent a letter to Southern Glazer’s of Ohio asserting

that under the Great Lakes Franchise Agreement, the transaction could not proceed without Great

Lakes’ prior consent. Great Lakes furthermore stated that it was withholding its consent to the

transaction, and that if the transaction proceeded without its consent Great Lakes would

terminate its franchise with Southern Glazer’s of Ohio.

56. On June 14, 2016, Boston Beer sent a letter to Wayne Chaplin, President and

CEO of Southern, asserting that under the Boston Beer Franchise Agreement, the transaction

could not proceed without Boston Beer’s prior consent. Boston Beer furthermore stated that it

was withholding its consent to the transaction, and that if the transaction proceeded without its

consent Boston Beer would terminate its franchise with Southern Glazer’s of Ohio.

57. Over the following weeks, Southern Glazer’s of Ohio continued to engage in

discussions with Great Lakes and Boston Beer regarding the anticipated transaction. In

particular, Southern Glazer’s of Ohio sought to schedule a meeting at which it would explain the

structure of the anticipated transaction and its impact (or lack thereof) on Southern Glazer’s of

Ohio, the Columbus Branch, and the distribution of the Great Lakes and Boston Beer Brands.

58. Southern Glazer’s of Ohio and Boston Beer scheduled a meeting for July 21, 2016

to address these issues. In discussions relating to that meeting, Boston Beer stated that if

Southern Glazer’s of Ohio agreed to certain service standards, Boston Beer would not terminate

the franchise. However, Boston Beer later unilaterally cancelled the July 21, 2016 meeting and

stated that the meeting would serve no purpose because the termination was based on a change in
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control of Southern Glazer’s of Ohio and not any deficiency in Southern Glazer’s of Ohio’s

performance.

59. On July 26, 2016, Great Lakes sent a letter to Southern Glazer’s of Ohio stating

that it was terminating its franchise because the Southern-Glazer’s transaction had closed without

Great Lakes’ prior consent. (Attached as Exhibit 4). In the July 26, 2016 letter and in

subsequent communications, Great Lakes stated that the termination would be effective on

September 25, 2016.

60. On July 28, 2016, Boston Beer sent a letter to Wayne Chaplin stating that it was

terminating its franchise with Southern Glazer’s of Ohio because the Southern-Glazer’s

transaction had closed without its prior consent. (Attached as Exhibit 5). The July 28, 2016

letter stated that the termination would be effective on or before September 30, 2016.

61. After Southern Glazer’s of Ohio received the July 26, 2016 termination letter

from Great Lakes, it continued to seek a meeting with Great Lakes to discuss the details of the

transaction and the intent of Great Lakes to terminate its franchise with Southern Glazer’s of

Ohio. Great Lakes has not retracted its termination notice and stated that it intends to cease

taking orders from Southern Glazer’s of Ohio on or before September 9, 2016.

62. After Southern Glazer’s of Ohio received the July 28, 2016 termination letter

from Boston Beer, it continued to have settlement discussions with Boston Beer. On September

14, 2016, Southern Glazer’s of Ohio met with Boston Beer met and presented information

demonstrating why it will continue to be a strong distributor for Boston Beer, and sought to

convince Boston Beer to either retract its termination notice or not to proceed with its

termination plans.
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63. After the September 14, 2016 meeting, Boston Beer and Southern Glazer’s of

Ohio continued to have settlement discussions, and agreed to enter into a standstill agreement to

maintain the status quo while settlement discussions were ongoing.

64. On Monday September 19, 2016, Boston Beer’s attorney, Art DeCelle, sent an

email to counsel for Southern Glazer’s of Ohio stating that Boston Beer was preparing a

standstill agreement that would extend the termination date until October 19, 2016 to allow the

parties to continue their settlement discussions.

65. On Thursday, September 22, 2016, Mr. DeCelle emailed counsel for Southern

Glazer’s of Ohio and stated that Boston Beer did not want to enter into a standstill agreement

because he believed a settlement was possible in the next few days.

COUNT ONE
Declaratory Judgment

66. Southern Glazer’s of Ohio incorporates by reference the allegations contained in

paragraphs 1 through 66.

67. Southern Glazer’s of Ohio has established a franchise relationship with Great

Lakes pursuant to the Ohio Franchise Act for the distribution of the Great Lakes Brands in the

Great Lakes Territory.

68. Southern Glazer’s of Ohio has established a franchise relationship with Boston

Beer pursuant to the Ohio Franchise Act for the distribution of the Boston Beer Brands in the

Boston Beer Territory.

69. The Ohio Franchise Act provides that unless a distributor consents to termination

of its franchise, a manufacturer may not terminate a franchise without just cause and 60 days’

notice. Ohio Rev. Code §1333.85 (“Except as provided in divisions (A) to (D) of this section, no

manufacturer … shall cancel … a franchise or substantially change a sales area or territory
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without prior consent of the other party for other than just cause and without at least sixty days’

written notice ….”).

70. Southern Glazer’s of Ohio does not consent to the termination of its franchises

with Great Lakes or Boston Beer.

71. Neither Great Lakes nor Boston Beer has just cause to terminate their respective

franchises with Southern Glazer’s of Ohio.

72. Great Lakes asserts that the Great Lakes Franchise Agreement required Southern

Glazer’s of Ohio to obtain Great Lakes’ prior consent to the Southern-Glazer’s transaction, and

that Southern Glazer’s of Ohio’s failure to obtain such prior consent is grounds for terminating

its franchise. Boston Beer makes the same argument under the Boston Beer Franchise

Agreement.

73. A manufacturer’s lack of consent to a change in the ownership of a distributor is

not just cause for termination of a franchise under the Ohio Franchise Act, regardless of whether

a written franchise agreement purports to require such consent.

74. Great Lakes and Boston Beer have acted in bad faith by using the Southern-

Glazer’s transaction—and their withholding of consent to that transaction—as a purported basis

to terminate their respective franchises with Southern Glazer’s of Ohio, with the goal of

transferring the Great Lakes and Boston Beer Brands to another distributor who they believe may

further enhance their profits.

75. An actual controversy exists between Southern Glazer’s of Ohio, Great Lakes,

and Boston Beer. Southern Glazer’s of Ohio is entitled to a declaration of its rights under the

Ohio Franchise Act. Southern Glazer’s of Ohio seeks a declaration that Great Lakes and Boston
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Beer may not terminate, or cause the termination of, their respective franchises with Southern

Glazer’s of Ohio.

76. As a direct and proximate result of the attempted termination and consequent

breach of its franchise relationship, Southern Glazer’s of Ohio is threatened with permanent and

irreparable injury to its business and loss of customer goodwill, the money value of which

substantially exceeds $75,000, plus permanent damage to its goodwill and other intangible

assets, and additional damages and expenses not readily calculable.

PRAYER FOR RELIEF

WHEREFORE, Southern Glazer’s of Ohio prays for judgment in its favor and against

Defendants as follows:

(a) a declaration that Defendants do not have just cause or any other lawful basis to

terminate Plaintiff’s franchise rights under the Ohio Franchise Act;

(b) a temporary restraining order and preliminary and permanent injunctive relief

prohibiting Defendants from terminating Plaintiff as a distributor;

(c) a temporary restraining order and preliminary and permanent injunctive relief

prohibiting Defendants from taking any action that would enable another distributor to distribute

the Great Lakes or Boston Beer Brands in Plaintiff’s exclusive territories or that otherwise

purports to allow for the appointment of a new distributor for the Great Lakes or Boston Beer

Brands in such territories;

(d) a temporary restraining order and preliminary and permanent injunctive relief

prohibiting Defendants from taking any action that would frustrate or otherwise prevent the

delivery of the Great Lakes or Boston Beer Brands to Plaintiff as required under Ohio law, the

Great Lakes Franchise Agreement, and the Boston Beer Franchise Agreement; and
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(e) for such other and further relief as the Court deems just.

JURY DEMAND

Plaintiff respectfully demands a trial by jury of the maximum number permitted by law.

Respectfully submitted,

/s/ David W. Alexander
David W. Alexander (0017156), Trial Attorney
Aaron T. Brogdon (0081858)
Christopher F. Haas (0079293)
SQUIRE PATTON BOGGS (US) LLP
41 South High Street, Suite 2000
Columbus, Ohio 43215
Telephone: (614) 365-2801
Facsimile: (614) 365-2499
david.alexander@squirepb.com
aaron.brogdon@squirepb.com
christopher.haas@squirepb.com

Attorneys for Plaintiff

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

On September 22 2016, this document was filed electronically with the Clerk of the

United States District Court for the Southern District of Ohio, Eastern Division, which will

electronically serve a copy of the foregoing on all counsel of record for all parties. Additionally,

this document was sent by email to counsel for Boston Beer, who is also counsel for Great

Lakes.

/s/ Christopher F. Haas
One of the Attorneys for Plaintiffs
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SALES & DISTRIBUTION AGREEMENT 
between

THE GREAT LAKES BREWING COMPANY
and

Glazer’s Distributors of Ohio

The Great Lakes Brewing Company ("GLBC"), an Ohio corporation with its principal 
place of business at 2516 Market Street, Cleveland, Ohio, and Glazer’s Distributors of OhityfX'd 
("Wholesaler" Glazer’s1 , a licensed distribution company organized under the laws of the state 
of Ohio with its principle place of business at 4800 Poth Rd, Columbus, Ohio 43212 , agree 
to the following reasonable and material terms and conditions:

1. TERM

This Agreement becomes effective on September 14, 2006 and shall continue in force for two 
years (the "Initial Term"), or until terminated in accordance with section 10 below. At the end of 
the Initial Term, this Agreement shall automatically renew for additional terms of one year each 
(each a "Renewal Term") unless either party notifies the other party of its intent not to renew this 
Agreement by providing the other with written notice of non-renewal not less than 60 days prior 
to end of the Initial Term or any Renewal Term.

2. APPOINTMENT

a. GLBC appoints Wholesaler as its exclusive distributor only in the territory described in 
attached Policy Manual (the "Territory"), and only as distributor for those malt beverages listed 
in the Policy Manual (the "Products"). Wholesaler accepts this appointment. Unless GLBC has 
granted its prior written approval, Wholesaler shall not sell or supply Products to any person 
located outside the Territory, nor to any person that Wholesaler has reason to believe will sell or 
supply Products to any person located outside the Territory.

b. The forgoing appointment extends only to retailers located in the Territory selling malt 
beverages only to consumers ("retailers"). Unless GLBC has granted its prior written approval, 
Wholesaler has no right to sell or supply Products to any foreign-bound carrier, branch or 
instrumentality of the United States armed forces, e-commerce marketer, duty-free store or ship 
chandler within the Territory. GLBC reserves the exclusive right to sell to such persons directly 
or through agents or designees.

c. This Agreement extends only to malt beverages, and only to the Products. Should GLBC 
introduce any malt beverage other than the Products into the Territory, it may offer such products 
to Wholesaler but is not obligated to do so. Should Wholesaler accept an offer to purchase a new 
malt beverage from GLBC, then unless otherwise agreed, that malt beverage shall be added to 
the Products covered by this Agreement as if it were listed in the Policy Manual.

3. THE PARTIES' RELATIONSHIP

a. The parties are and shall remain independent businesses. This Agreement establishes a 
relationship for the sale of goods and the provision of certain services, and does not create a joint 
venture, partnership, fiduciary relationship, franchise or general agency relationship.
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b. GLBC remains free to manage its business as its sees fit. These rights include the right 
to: (i) package and label the Products; (ii) establish prices, shipping instructions and other sales 
terms; (iii) extend or decline credit; (iv) produce or discontinue any particular brand or package 
of the Products; and (v) withdraw any or all particular brands or packages of the Products from 
the Territory.

c. Wholesaler remains free to manage its business as its sees fit. These rights include the 
right to: (i) establish resale prices for the Products; (ii) distribute other brands of malt beverage; 
and (iii) hire and fire its employees. Notwithstanding the forgoing, any action that materially 
affects Wholesaler's ability to fulfil its obligations under this Agreement may provide grounds 
for GLBC to terminate this Agreement under paragraphs 10(b) and 10(c).

d. Each party must protect Confidential Information provided to it during the course of 
fulfilling its obligations under this Agreement. "Confidential Information" includes all reports 
submitted under paragraph 8(e) and all information designated by either party as "confidential." 
A party may not reveal Confidential Information provided to it by the other party except: (i) as 
expressly required by law; (ii) as necessary to enforce the terms of this Agreement; (iii) as 
necessary to advise the parties' respective legal, accounting and financial advisors; (iv) with the 
express written consent of the other party; and (v) where the Confidential Information in 
question is or has become generally known other than by disclosure by the party receiving the 
Confidential Information under this Agreement.

4. POLICY MANUAL & BUSINESS PLAN

a. As referenced elsewhere in this Agreement, GLBC has provided Wholesaler with a 
Policy Manual containing reasonable instructions on certain policies and procedures that remain 
subject to change or that may vary between distributors, such as credit terms, ordering, stock 
rotation and the like. The Policy Manual is attached to this Agreement. The requirements of the 
Policy Manual are material terms of this Agreement.

b. GLBC may periodically propose changes to the Policy Manual by notifying Wholesaler 
in writing of the proposed change. Wholesaler accepts proposed changes by either: (i) notifying 
GLBC that it accepts the change; or (ii) failing to object in writing to any proposed change 
within 30 days of receiving the proposal.

c. Prior to the beginning of each calendar year in which this Agreement may be in force, the 
parties shall confer for the purpose of establishing a Business Plan to guide their marketing and 
sales of the Products during the upcoming calendar year. Upon the completion of good faith 
negotiations, the parties shall reduce the Business Plan to writing. The Business Plan shall 
include goals for sales, distribution, and mutually-agreed upon spending for the upcoming year. 
In calculating progress towards sales goals, the parties shall count all depletions (meaning actual 
delivered sales to retailers, net any discounts, returns and the like) as reported to GLBC in 
accordance with paragraph 8(e). In calculating progress towards distribution goals, the parties 
shall count 90 Day Distribution Reports . Upon the parties' agreement to the Business Plan, 
the Business Plan becomes a material term of this Agreement. If the parties can not agree to 
goals for the upcoming calendar year, then the goals shall be:
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i. Sales goals shall equal the Wholesaler's sales of the Products during the prior year 
plus Wholesaler's sales of the Products during the prior year multiplied by the percentage of 
growth experienced by the Products in those markets designated as comparable markets to the 
Territory in the Policy Manual. By way of example only, if Wholesaler's sales of Products 
during the prior year (net discounts, returns and die like) totaled $100,000, and the GLBC 
average sales increase in comparable markets equaled 10%, then the sales goals for the year in 
question would be $110,000 ($100,000 plus $100,000 times .10).

ii. Depletion goals shall equal the number of distribution points held during the 
month in the prior calendar year during which Wholesaler obtained the maximum distribution of 
the Products during the prior calendar year.

5. TERMS OF SALE

a. Wholesaler must place all orders for Products in accordance with the procedures outlined 
in the Policy Manual. All orders are subject to GLBC's acceptance.

b. Wholesaler must pay for Products according to the prices established by GLBC and in 
effect on the date of shipment, and according to the procedures established in the Policy Manual. 
GLBC may initiate a price change at any time by providing Wholesaler with at least 30 days 
notice of a change in price. GLBC may require payment by electronic funds transfer.

c. Where permitted by applicable law, GLBC may sell Products to Wholesaler on credit, but 
GLBC retains the right to change credit terms or deny the extension of credit to Wholesaler and 
nothing obligates GLBC to extend credit to Wholesaler or to assist Wholesaler in securing credit. 
The Policy Manual sets forth the credit terms, if any, extended to Wholesaler. Upon a 
reasonable request by GLBC, Wholesaler must provide GLBC with financial information in 
order to permit GLBC to evaluate Wholesaler's credit worthiness. GLBC retains a security 
interest in Products delivered to Wholesaler until GLBC receives full payment of all monies 
owed to GLBC. Upon GLBC's request, Wholesaler must execute all documents reasonable or 
necessary to perfect GLBC's security interest.

d. All sales by GLBC to Wholesaler are shipped FOB the brewery dock, Cleveland, Ohio. 
Title and risk of loss pass to Wholesaler at that location. The Policy Manual establishes the 
procedures for shipping and pick ups.

e. All kegs, dispensing valves, pallets and durable shipping and dispensing equipment 
(collectively "Cooperage") shipped to Wholesaler remain the property of GLBC or its designee. 
Wholesaler must promptly return all Cooperage to GLBC or its designee in good condition and 
in accordance with the Policy Manual. Wholesaler must submit to GLBC or its designee a 
deposit on all Cooperage shipped to Wholesaler, and Wholesaler must pay for Cooperage that 
remains unaccounted for a period of one year or more.

f. Wholesaler must submit all billbacks, promotional allowances and similar charges to 
GLBC for approval and in accordance with the Policy Manual. In no event shall Wholesaler 
attempt to billback, invoice or otherwise charge GLBC by deducting amounts allegedly owed to 
Wholesaler from amounts Wholesaler owes GLBC.

-3 -
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6. TRADEMARKS

a. Wholesaler agrees that the trademarks, trade names, brand names, labels and designs 
used by GLBC on bottles, packages, promotional material and other goods that GLBC supplies 
to Wholesaler (collectively the "Trade Designations") are not the property of Wholesaler and 
remain the exclusive property of GLBC. Wholesaler acquires no property interest or ownership 
in the Trade Designations by virtue of this Agreement, and Wholesaler agrees not to claim any 
rights in the Trade Designations and not to interfere with GLBC's rights in the Trade 
Designations. GLBC has the exclusive right, at any time, to change or modify the Trade 
Designations.

b. GLBC grants Wholesaler a non-exclusive, non-assignable, non-licensable privilege to use 
Trade Designations only in a lawful manner and in connection with the distribution, advertising, 
display and sale of the Products. This privilege terminates upon the expiration or termination of 
this Agreement.

c. Wholesaler agrees to use Trade Designations only as approved by GLBC and, at GLBC's 
request, will change or discontinue the way it uses any Trade Designations. This obligation 
includes but is not limited to seeking GLBC's approval of any signage produced by Wholesaler 
or its agents that bear the Trade Designations using banner machines and similar equipment.

d. Wholesaler must protect GLBC's interest in the Trade Designations and must refrain 
from taking any action that could damage GLBC's interest in and the goodwill associated with 
the Trade Designations. This obligation includes, without limitation, diligent efforts to: (i) 
prevent Products bearing expired code dates ("Overage Products") from reaching retailers or 
consumers; (ii) retrieve overage Products from retail locations; (iii) properly clean and maintain 
draft lines and other dispensing equipment; and (iv) fill retailer orders on a timely, consistent 
basis in order to prevent out-of-stock situations.

7. GLBC'S RESPONSIBILITIES

a. GLBC must use diligent efforts to supply Wholesaler with sufficient quantities of 
Products to meet Wholesaler's reasonable needs in the Territory. If a shortage of any of the 
Products occurs, GLBC must allocate existing supplies among its distributors in an equitable 
manner.

b. GLBC warrants that Products sold to Wholesaler are merchantable and fit for their 
intended purpose. GLBC MAKES NO OTHER WARRANTIES, EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, 
AND IS NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR DAMAGE TO OR CONTAMINATION OF PRODUCTS 
AFTER THEIR DELIVERY TO WHOLESALER.

c. GLBC must repurchase at Wholesaler's Laid-in Cost any Products that it deems not 
merchantable or unfit for their intended purposes where the condition rendering such Products 
not merchantable or unfit results from either the manufacture or packaging of the Products or the 
mis-handling of the Products by GLBC before their delivery to Wholesaler. "Laid-in Cost" 
means the aggregate of: (i) the amount paid by Wholesaler to GLBC for Products; (ii) 
Wholesaler's cost of transporting those Products; and (iii) any taxes and duties paid by 
Wholesaler in connection with its purchase of those Products.

-4-
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d. GLBC must label and pack all products sold to Wholesaler in accordance with the laws, 
regulations and policies applicable to the labeling and packing malt beverages in the Territory, 
including the regulations and rulings of the Alcohol & Tobacco Tax & Trade Bureau ("TTB") or 
its successor. Wholesaler must notify GLBC of any changes in state and local laws, regulations 
and policies affecting the labeling and packing of the Products.

e. GLBC must prepare all shipments of Products to Wholesaler in a manner suitable for 
overland transportation and in accordance with good industry practice.

f. GLBC must provide Wholesaler with reasonable amounts of point-of-sale promotional 
materials ("POS") to enable the Products to compete with comparable brands of domestic 
specialty beers. GLBC may require Wholesaler to pay for or contribute to the cost of large POS 
items (i.e., tap handles and neon signs).

g. GLBC must pay all federal excise taxes on the Products and include this payment in the 
prices charged by GLBC to Wholesaler. Wholesaler must pay any and all other taxes and duties 
that may be assessed or imposed on Products in Wholesaler's possession.

8. WHOLESALER’S RESPONSABILITIES

a. Wholesaler must use diligent efforts to market, promote and sell Products in the 
Territory. Wholesaler remains free to choose the precise marketing methods employed in 
fulfilling this obligation. Nevertheless, Wholesaler shall at all times ensure that its efforts 
include the following:

i. Meeting or exceeding the sales goals and distribution goals established in the 
current Business Plan or, if the parties do not agree to goals, in accordance with paragraph 
4(c)(i)-(ii).

ii. Contributing promotional spending towards the promotion of the Products as 
agreed to in the current Business Plan.

iii. Responding to retailer orders for Products with promptness and courtesy.

iv. Ensuring that its entire sales force is and remains knowledgeable about GLBC and 
the Products, and are kept fully informed of promotional, incentive and other programs offered 
by GLBC.

v. Placing and installing GLBC POS and other promotional materials in conspicuous 
places at retailers carrying Products.

vi. Making its sales force available to GLBC personnel following reasonable requests 
to conduct ride-ons, hold product education seminars and engage in similar activities.

vii. Informing GLBC of particular promotional events for domestic specialty beers in 
the Territory (e.g., beer festivals, food festivals, beer tastings) and cooperating with GLBC 
requests to participate in such events.

-5 -
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viii. Refraining from any action that would cause retailers to replace Products with 
competing brands.

b. Wholesaler must use diligent efforts to maintain a sufficient inventory of Products to 
ensure that it can promptly fill all reasonably anticipated retailer orders. Without limiting the 
forgoing, Wholesaler must maintain a minimum often days inventory of all SKUs of the 
Products (with the exception of seasonal products not in season).

c. Wholesaler must use diligent efforts to ensure that Products sold to retailers and 
consumers comply with GLBC's quality control standards. Such actions include following any 
reasonable GLBC instructions regarding the handling, storage and presentation of the Products 
and must include, without limitation:

i. Observing GLBC's code-date requirements and selling Products solely on an 
oldest code-date-first basis, unless GLBC otherwise approves in writing. The Policy Manual 
explains GLBC's code-date system and the shelf life of the Products.

ii. Inspecting and cleaning all dispensing equipment (draft lines, taps, etc.) on a 
regular basis and in accordance with the Policy Manual.

iii. Preventing Overage Products from reaching consumers, retrieving Overage 
Products from retail locations, replacing Overage Products with fresh Products at no cost to the 
retailer, and promptly destroying any damaged or Overage Products. The Policy Manual 
allocates the financial responsibility for damaged and Overage Products.

iv. At all times storing all Products in a temperature-controlled environment in 
accordance with the Policy Manual.

v. Promptly bringing to the attention of GLBC any quality problems with Products 
that could reasonably affect the sales, reputation, or good will of GLBC or the Products. 
Wholesaler must cooperate with GLBC in remedying any problems, including the recall, 
removal and destruction of affected Products.

d. Wholesaler must comply with all applicable laws, regulations and orders applicable to the 
sale of the Products, including but not limited to: (i) maintaining all permits and licenses 
necessary to distribute Products in the Territory; and (ii) selling Products only to retailers to 
whom Wholesaler is licensed to sell.

e. Wholesaler must maintain complete and accurate records by SKU that reflect: (i) sales 
information at the retail account level and in summary form; (ii) account information; (iii) 
distribution information at the retail account level and in summary form; (iv) inventory, in-transit 
and forecast information; and (v) front-line, promotional, and retail pricing of the Products. 
Wholesaler must submit to GLBC monthly depletion reports in the manner and form set forth in 
the Policy Manual. GLBC reserves the right to audit all such records and to receive other reports 
from Wholesaler upon reasonable request. The parties must treat the records listed in this 
paragraph as Confidential Information.

9. OWNERSHIP CHANGES & ASSIGNMENTS

-6-
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a. Wholesaler must obtain GLBC's prior written consent to any change in the ownership of 
Wholesaler (an "Ownership Change"), including: (i) any sale or transfer of more than 20% of 
the outstanding voting shares in Wholesaler or a change in partnership interests representing 
more than 20% of the business; (ii) any change, whether by one transaction or a series of . 
transactions, having the practical effect of changing or transferring the power to determine 
Wholesaler's business policies; (iii) a sale of all or a significant portion of Wholesaler's assets; or 
(iv) a change that would require Wholesaler's notification to TTB of a change in ownership 
under the provisions of 27 C.F.R. § 1.42 or a successor regulation.

b. Notwithstanding paragraph 9(a), Wholesaler may effect an Ownership Change without 
GLBC's prior written consent if: (i) the new owner(s) is a spouse, child, grandchild, parent, 
brother or sister of a deceased individual that owned an interest in Wholesaler; (ii) Wholesaler 
had designated the new owner(s) in a written successorship plan disclosed to GLBC; and
(iii) Wholesaler promptly notifies GLBC of the Ownership Change.

c. Wholesaler must obtain GLBC's prior written consent to any transfer, sale or assignment 
of this Agreement (an "Assignment") or any rights or obligations that arise from it.

d. GLBC must not unreasonably withhold its consent to an Ownership Change or 
Assignment (except an assignment to a subdistributor) and shall be guided in its decision by its 
reasonable business judgment. In seeking GLBC's consent to a proposed Ownership Change or 
Assignment, Wholesaler must provided GLBC with all information reasonably requested in 
order evaluate the proposed Ownership Change or Assignment, and must give GLBC a 
reasonable time in which to consider that information in order to make its decision. Factors that 
GLBC may consider in evaluating a proposed Ownership Change or Assignment include:

i. The alignment of the Territory with the territories of other distributors of the 
Products.

ii. The record of the proposed owner(s) or assignee(s) in distributing the Products in 
other places or at other times elsewhere.

iii. The likely commitment of the proposed owner(s) or assignee(s) to vigorously 
promote the Products in light of the competing brands also distributed by the proposed owner(s) 
or assignee(s).

iv. The business and financial capabilities of the proposed owner(s) or assignee(s) 
when compared with the capabilities of other distributors capable of serving the Territory.

v. The resources, business experience and reputation of the proposed owner(s) or 
assignees(s).

e. Wholesaler must obtain GLBC's prior written consent before it assigns any or all of the 
Territory to subdistributors. Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph 9(d), GLBC has the 
right to reject any assignment to or use of a subdistributor for any reason or no reason at all and 
is under no obligation to approve any subdistributor. ‘

10. TERMINATION

-7-
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a. Wholesaler may terminate this Agreement at any time by providing GLBC with 60 days 
written notice. This 60-day notice period is intended to allow GLBC to make alternative 
distribution arrangements, and GLBC may elect to terminate for any reason in less than 60 days 
after receipt of Wholesaler's notice of termination.

b. GLBC may initiate the termination of this Agreement for cause at any time if Wholesaler 
fails to substantially comply with any of its obligations under this Agreement or fails to order 
commercial quantities of Products for a period exceeding 60 days. GLBC shall initiate such 
termination by providing Wholesaler with a written notice that states the effective date of 
termination, explains the reason(s) for termination, and outlines the step(s) Wholesaler must take 
to cure the deficiencies that justify termination. Following GLBC's notice, GLBC has the right 
to terminate this Agreement on the effective date established by the notice if any of the following 
occur:

i. Wholesaler fails to provide GLBC with a satisfactory plan for curing the reason(s) 
for termination within 15 days of GLBC's termination notice.

ii. Wholesaler fails to substantially cure the reason(s) for termination within the 
notice period.

iii. Any of the reason(s) that justify termination were subject to a previous 
termination notice during the previous twenty-four calendar months preceding the most recent 
termination notice.

c. GLBC may also terminate this Agreement for cause immediately upon written notice 
upon the occurrence of certain causes not subject to cure, including any of the following:

i. Wholesaler or one of its owners is convicted of or plead guilty or no contest to a 
violation of law that, in the judgement of GLBC, would adversely affect Wholesaler's ability to 
carry out its duties under this Agreement.

ii. Wholesaler undertakes fraudulent conduct towards GLBC or the Products or takes 
deliberate action to harm GLBC's market position, goodwill or reputation.

iii. Any of Wholesaler's federal, state or local licenses or permits is revoked or 
suspended for a period exceeding 30 days.

iv. Wholesaler becomes insolvent, institutes or is the subject of bankruptcy 
proceedings, assigns or attempts to assign assets for the benefit of creditors, or otherwise 
liquidates its business.

v. Wholesaler undertakes an Ownership Change or Assignment without the written 
consent required by section 9.

vi. Wholesaler knowingly supplies Products to persons in violation of paragraphs 
2(a) or 2(b).

-8-
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vii. Wholesaler fails to pay monies due and owning in accordance to agreed payment 
terms following a written demand for payment from GLBC.

d. GLBC may also terminate this Agreement for any reason or no reason at all by providing 
Wholesaler with a written notice agreeing that Wholesaler shall receive Reasonable 
Compensation for its loss of GLBC's business as set forth below and establishing an effective 
date of termination that is at least 60 days after the date of GLBC's notice of termination. The 
parties recognize and agree that it would be extremely difficult to ascertain the actual economic 
effects, if any, that a termination could have on Wholesaler, as such effects would encompass 
Wholesaler's loss of future profits and the fair market value of Wholesaler's GLBC business as 
offset by any claims GLBC may possess against Wholesaler, including those arising from a 
breach of this Agreement. The parties further recognize and agree that the Reasonable 
Compensation payment represents a good faith estimate of possible damages and is not a 
penalty. The parties accordingly agree that Wholesaler's Reasonable Compensation for a 
termination of this Agreement without cause will be an amount equal to one times Wholesaler's 
gross profits earned through Wholesaler's sale of Products during the twelve complete calendar 
months preceding the month GLBC provided Wholesaler with its notice of termination. Nothing 
in this subparagraph gives Wholesaler any right to any compensation following a non-renewal or 
a termination under paragraphs 10(a), 10(b), 10(c) or 10(e), and GLBC's sole obligations upon a 
non-renewal or a termination under paragraphs 10(a), 10(b), 10(c) or 10(e) are those enumerated 
in section 11. Asa condition precedent to any payment of Reasonable Compensation to 
Wholesaler, Wholesaler must pay all outstanding debts owed to GLBC for good sold and 
delivered and provide a general release to GLBC, any successor distributor(s) in the Territory, 
and any of their respective affiliates, shareholders, directors, officers, employees, agents and 
representatives.

e. After the Initial Term, GLBC may also terminate this Agreement at any time by giving 
Wholesaler at least 90 days notice provided that GLBC shall give a similar notice to all other 
distributors who have entered into an agreement with GLBC that is substantially similar to this 
one. Upon such termination, the relationship between GLBC and Wholesaler will be that of a 
purchaser and seller on an individual purchase order basis, terminable at will by either party.

11. POST-TERMINATION PROVISIONS

In the event that this Agreement is not renewed, is terminated pursuant to section 10, or 
the relationship between the parties otherwise ceases to exist, the following provisions apply:

a. Wholesaler must sell and GLBC or a party designated by GLBC must purchase 
Wholesaler's inventory of Products at a repurchase price equal to their Laid-in Cost. In lieu of 
paying such repurchase price, GLBC may credit the equivalent amount to Wholesaler's account.

b. GLBC has the right to cancel unfilled orders. Prior to the effective date of termination 
but following a written notice of termination, GLBC may limit its sales and shipments to 
Wholesaler to Wholesaler's reasonable requirements for the remaining distribution period.

c. Wholesaler must return to GLBC or GLBC's designee all property belonging to GLBC in 
Wholesaler's possession or control, including but not limited to Cooperage.

-9-
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d. Any sums due and owing by Wholesaler to GLBC may be credited against any sums 
owed by GLBC to Wholesaler.

e. GLBC and Wholesaler must cooperate in notifying any relevant government body or 
interested business of the end of their relationship and in transferring or assigning any necessary 
government approvals, filings, registrations and price postings to the appropriate party or its 
designee.

f. All Trade Designations must be removed from Wholesaler property and Wholesaler 
must, as soon as practicable and in no event more than seven days after termination, cease all use 
of the Trade Designations.

g. The obligations to protect Confidential Information survive the termination of this 
Agreement. Notwithstanding the forgoing, following a notice of termination by either party,
GLBC has the right to disclose marketplace information about sales of Products in the Territory 
and retailers purchasing Products to distributors that have or may obtain the right to distribute 
Products in the Territory.

12. DISPUTES & GOVERNING LAW

a. The parties shall in the first instance endeavor to resolve all disputes, claims or 
controversies between them through good faith negotiations. If negotiations can not resolve the 
parties' differences, then the parties agree that any claims in law or equity arising from or related 
to this Agreement will be brought in the federal or state courts in Cleveland, Ohio that have 
jurisdiction over disputes arising within the city. Both parties consent to the jurisdiction of the 
federal and state courts located in Cleveland, Ohio, and waive any and all objections to the 
jurisdiction of those courts based on any alleged lack of personal jurisdiction over the parties.

b. Any and all disputes arising our of or related to this Agreement shall be resolved under 
the valid and enforceable laws of the Territory, irrespective of choice-of-law principles. The 
parties acknowledge and agree that to the best of their knowledge, the terms of this Agreement 
comply with all applicable laws, regulations and rulings. In the event that any provision of this 
Agreement is deemed illegal or unenforceable, that conclusion shall not affect the enforceability 
of the remainder of this Agreement.

13. AMENDMENT & WAIVER

a. Amendment of this Agreement requires the return of two executed copies of the 
amendment to the party proposing the amendment. An amendment becomes effective on the 
date the party proposing it receives the executed copies signifying acceptance of the amendment. 
Changes and updates to any Schedule, prices, procedures, or other standards referenced in or 
contemplated by this Agreement shall not constitute a material modification of or amendment to 
this Agreement.

a£s<dojt or omo &
b. Except for Dan or Pat Conway on behalf of GLBC and /teflcgrs/ on behalf of
Wholesaler, no person has any authority to amend, modify, waive, supersede or cancel this 
Agreement or any terms or provisions of this Agreement. :No conduct of any person shall be 
construed to create that authority. ;

- 10-
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c. The failure of a party at any time or times to enforce any provision of this Agreement 
shall in no way be construed as a waiver of such provision and shall not affect the right of that 
party at a later time to enforce each and every such provision.

14. MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS

a. The parties are excused for delays in performance of any obligations under this 
Agreement where performance is delayed or halted by any cause beyond its reasonable control 
including, without limitation, weather conditions, fires, explosions, wars, terrorist acts, riots, 
labor disputes, or breakdowns of machinery or equipment.

b. All notices that are required or permitted to be given under this Agreement must be in 
writing and signed by the party giving notice, must be transmitted by facsimile or e-mail 
followed by first-class mail (on the date of facsimile or e-mail transmission or the next business 
day), and are effective when transmitted. Notices shall be addressed: (i) if to Wholesaler, to

@ 'Sqhm ftp Bolts , Fax: ; or (ii) if to GLBC, to The Great Lakes Brewing
Company, attn: Dan Conway, 2516 Market Street, Cleveland, Ohio, Fax: 216-771-2795. The 
parties may change address, facsimile number or e-mail address by notice to the other party 
given in accordance with this paragraph.

c. No representation, promise, inducement or statement of intention other than those set 
forth in this Agreement has been made by GLBC or Wholesaler, and neither party shall be bound 
by or liable for any other alleged representation, promise, inducement or statement of intention.

d. This document, including the Policy Manual, Business Plan and all terms referenced in or 
contemplated by the Agreement, constitutes the entire agreement between the parties, and there 
are no other agreements or understandings, either written or oral, between the parties. This 
Agreement cancels and supersedes any previous agreements between GLBC and Wholesaler.

e. This Agreement shall be interpreted as having been drafted equally by both parties, and 
no government body or arbitrator can apply any interpretive doctrine against the purported 
drafter of this Agreement.

f. This Agreement becomes effective on the effective date stated in section 1 following the 
execution of this Agreement by both parties.

Glazer’s Distributors of Ohio; /Vi. &

By:

Date:

The Great Lakes Brewing Company

Date:

I
I
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GREAT LAKES BREWING COMPANY ("GLBC") POLICY MANUAL
For

Glazer’s Distributors of Ohio (’’WHOLESALER")

A. The Territory (H 2.a): Wholesaler may distribute the Products in the following 
counties/territories: [Mercer, Auglaize, Shelby, Logan, Champaign, Clark, Union, Madison, 
Fayette, Delaware, Franklin, Pickaway, Ross, Pike, Scioto, Knox, Licking, Fairfield, 
Hocking, Vinton, Jackson, Gallia, Lawrence, Coshocton, Muskingum, Morgan, 
Washington, Guernsey, Noble, Belmont, Monroe, Perry, Athens, Meigs.]

B. The Product (il 2. a): Wholesaler may distribute only the following Products:

• Blackout Stout (seasonal)
• Burning River Pale Ale
• Christmas Ale (seasonal)
• Commodore Perry India Pale Ale (seasonal)
• Conway’s Irish Ale (seasonal)
• Dortmunder Gold
• Edmund Fitzgerald Porter
• Eliot Ness Amber Lager
• Holy Moses
• Locktender (seasonal)
• Moondog Ale (seasonal)
• Nosferatu (seasonal)
• Oatmeal Stout (seasonal)
• Oktoberfest (seasonal)
• Rockefeller Bock (seasonal)

C. Product Ordering Requirements Ilf 5.a.l:

1. Placing Orders: There will be one order period each month, with orders due by the 
5th of the month. The orders will be for the following month’s shipments (example: orders due 
May 5th will be for June shipments). Delivery frequencies will remain the same unless we 
mutually agree to a change. We will send your order form to you each month. Additions and 
deletions will be allowed up to two weeks prior to scheduled deliveries. Orders will be frozen in 
the two week period prior to delivery.

2. Minimum Quantities: Wholesaler must order at least one pallet of case or keg 
product of any one style. GLBC encourages its distributors to work together if amounts below 
one pallet are needed.

3. Back Orders: If GLBC can not fill an order it will create a back order. During the 
following week, GLBC customer service will ask if that product remains on order and will ship 
the beer if available. If Wholesaler notifies GLBC that it no longer wants the beer, GLBC will 
delete the order.
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D. Payment Instructions (H 5.b.): GLBC will fax an invoice to Wholesaler within three days 
of the shipment of beer. Wholesaler must pay invoices in accordance with the Credit Terms by 
electronic funds transfer. Electronic fund transfers shall be accomplished in accordance with the 
Terms and Conditions of Electronic Payment agreement between Wholesaler and GLBC, as 
attached to this Policy Manual.

E. Credit Terms ft 5.C.V [COD/EFT]

F. Shipping (IT 5.d.l: GLBC customer service will confirm the next week's shipments with 
Wholesaler, including the date and approximate time of shipments.

G. Pick Ups (if 5.d.l: In the event that Wholesaler wishes to pick up beer, Wholesaler may 
pick up only between 7:00 a.m. and 3:30 p.m. on non-holiday weekdays. Wholesaler must 
schedule exact dock times at least 24 hours in advance.

H. Cooperage (i! 5.e.): Wholesaler must segregate empty kegs among 1/2 barrels, 1/6 
barrels, and any Microstar kegs, then shrink wrap or tape them for pick up. GLBC will pick up 
empties at every delivery. Wholesaler must reimburse GLBC for missing kegs at GLBC's 
replacement cost for such keg(s), which GLBC shall conclusively establish through an invoice 
for the same-size kegs showing the price paid by GLBC for such kegs.

1. Deposits: Wholesaler must pay a $ 10 deposit for each keg and a $7 deposit for each 
pallet. GLBC will return this deposit only upon return of kegs and pallets in good condition, 
reasonable wear and tear excepted.

2. Return to GLBC: GLBC's Area Manager must approve any Cooperage returns to the 
brewery in advance. GLBC will not credit unauthorized returns.

I. Date Coding 8.c.i.l: Bottled beers bear an expiration date shown in a consumer- 
friendly (non-coded) fashion on the label. Draft beer kegs bear a sticker showing the beer's 
expiration date.

J. Shelf Life 8.c.i.):

1. Bottles: Each bottle of beer shows a consumer-friendly (z. e., not coded) expiration 
date on its label.

2. Draft: Each keg of beer shows a consumer-friendly (i.e., not coded) expiration date a 
sticker affixed to the keg.

3. Mother Cartons: Each carton of beer shows a coded expiration date using the 
following format:

X5097Y2128CL

[Graphics
X5

did not translktel
1 Y2106R 2106BE would expire on February 24, 2005. 

X5207Y4250AL would expire on July 26, 2005. 
X6001Y5231CM would expire on January 1, 2006.
1109610200AE would expire on April 6, 2011.

n
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K. Packaged: Wholesaler can sell beer to Retailers for a floor display, provided that any 
individual package of beer can be on a display no longer than 28 days (including back stock) at a 
time unless GLBC specifically authorizes a different arrangement for a particular beer and/or 
promotion.

L. Draft (il 8.c.ii.): GLBC uses the Sankey valve. Wholesaler must recommend the 
following standards to on-premise retailers dispensing GLBC beers:

1. Cleaning: Lines should be cleaned every two weeks.

2. Recommended Dispensing: At 38° - 40° Fahrenheit in a room-temperature glass.

3. Recommended Dispensing Equipment: Stainless steel dispensing equipment.

4. Recommended Dispensing Gas: A blend of 75% CO2 plus 25% nitrogen or 
compressed CO2 (whatever is appropriate for each account). Discourage the use of compressed 
air.

M. Financial Responsibility for Damaged and Overage Products (f 8.c.iii.):

1. Damaged Products: GLBC will give credit on any beer damaged in any way by 
GLBC as long as Wholesaler provides GLBC with a satisfactory written explanation with the 
beer. The GLBC Area Manager must approve any returns in advance. GLBC will not issue 
credit for unauthorized returns or for problems caused by another party, including Wholesaler or 
Retailers. GLBC also will give credit to Wholesaler for any beer required to be recalled from the 
market.

2. Overage Products: Great Lakes Brewing Company will give 100% credit on 50% of 
the out-of-code beer returned from the market. Beer that expires while still in 
possession of the distributor, never sold to a retailer, will not be credited. Out-of
code draft beer will not be credited.

Refrigeration (1 8,c.iv.~): Wholesaler must refrigerate all beer to a temperature no 
higher than 40° Fahrenheit.

N. Monthly Depletion Reports (H 8.e.L Wholesaler must submit Monthly Depletion Reports 
to the GLBC Area Manager within seven days of the end of each month.

Glazer’s Distributors of Ohit^fMi. ^ The Great Lakes Brewing Company

By:.

Date:

WDC99 1146083-1 033380 0010
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1-93 Sta~--
Distributor: WHJ..N.'j WINE & SP.IlU'IS OC 

AGREEMENT OF WHOLESALER AND .fr' ~tt/ Cy//'c!S.S 
BREWER RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES 

Commencing on the date on the signature page on which 
Boston Brewing Co., Inc. a Massachusetts corporation ("Boston 
Beer Company ") executes this Agreement, Boston Beer Company 
agrees to sell and the undersigned Wholesaler ("Wholesaler") 
agrees to buy such malt beverage products as are listed on 
the Wholesaler Information Sheet, Exhibit 1 hereto (such malt 
beverage products being herein referred to as "Products"), 
pursuant to the terms and conditions set forth in this 
Agreement. 

Boston Beer Company and Wholesaler recognize and agree 
that it is essential Lo their mutual objectives under this 
Agreement that Wholesaler at all times maintain the financial 
and competitive capabilities necessary to achieve efficient 
and effective distribution of Boston Beer Company Products 
in Wholesaler's sales area and to assure continued protection 
of the high quality and integrity of Boston Beer Company 
Products. Therefore, Boston Beer Company and Wholesaler 
specifically agree as follows: 

I. TERRITORY 

In order to: 

(i) enable Boston Beer Company and Wholesaler to 
compete more effectively with the products of other 
brewers in Wholesaler's sales area; 

(ii) assure that the quality and integrity of Boston 
Beer Company Products are constantly maintained, 
recognizing that such Products are perishable, that 
it is vitally important that over-age products not 
be permitted to reach consumers and that such 
Products must at all times be handled properly 
according to Boston Beer Company requirements; 

(iii)induce and enable Wholesaler to engage in 
marketing, advertising and promotional efforts in 
Wholesaler's sales area, provide full customer 
services, achieve maximum representation of all 
Boston Beer Company Products which are the subject 
of this agreement; and 

(iv) facilitate and enable compliance by Wholesaler with 
the Oper~ring, Sales and Merchandising Standards 
referre• to in paragraph 4; 

I 
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(a) Boston Beer Company hereby appoints Wholesaler as 
the wholesaler distributor of, and grants to 
Wholesaler the right to sell, the Products in the 
territory described in Wbolesaler's Territory, 
Exhibit 2 ("Wholesaler's Territory"). Wholesaler 
hereby accepts said appointment and agrees that it 
will not sell Products directly or indirectly to 
customers located outside Wholesaler's Territory; 
provided, however, that Wholesaler may, subject to 
the approval of Boston Beer Company, sell Products 
to customers located in another wholesaler's 
territory if that wholesaler is unable for any 
reason to service its territory. Any breach of the 
provisions of the immediately preceding sentence 
shall give Boston Beer Company the right to 
terminate this Agreement immediately in accordance 
with the provisions of paragraphs 5 and 6 of this 
Agreement. Nothing contained herein shall prevent 
Wholesaler from selling Products to another duly 
authorized Boston Beer Company wholesaler for the 
purpose of eliminating Product shortages or 
inventory imbalances. 

(b) If any of the provisions of subparagraph (a) above 
are or shall be prohibited under lawful statute or 
regulation of any state, such provisions of 
subparagraph (a) shall not apply in such state and, 
in lieu thereof, the provisions of this subparagraph 
(b) shall apply. In such event, Boston Beer Company 
hereby appoints Wholesaler as the wholesale 
distributor of, and grants to Wholesaler the right 
to sell, the Products in the Wholesaler's Territory 
as Wholesaler's "Primary Market Area". Wholesaler 
hereby accepts said appointment and agrees to 
exercise its best efforts to promote, sell and 
service the Products in Wholesaler's Territory and 
further agrees that it shall be primarily 
responsible for servicing retail accounts in its 
Prima:r;y Market Area with the Product and that it 
shall concentrate its efforts in its Primary Market 
Area. 

2. BOSTON BEER COMPANY OBLIGATIONS 

To support Wholesaler's sales of Products, Boston Beer 
Company shall: 

2 
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(i) provide such point of sale material as Boston Beer 
Company shall, in its discretion, designate as 
appropriate to Wholesaler's market; 

(ii) provide Wholesaler with assistance in developing 
sales programs for Boston Beer Company Products in 
Wholesaler's Territory; 

(iii)use its reasonable efforts to provide Products to 
Wholesaler to fill Wholesaler's order, which must 
be submitted to Boston Beer Company in accordance 
with Ordering Standards which Boston Beer Company 
may, in its reasonable discretion, establish and in 
any event, at least thirty (30) days prior to the 
requested shipment date, subject to whatever 
limitations then exist on Boston Beer Company's 
production and delivery capacity, it being 
understood that Boston Beer Company will have no 
liability for any failure to supply the Product;. 

(iv) use good faith efforts to ensure that all Product 
delivered to Wholesaler shall have remaining shelf 
life of at least ninety (90) days for bottles and 
thirty (30) days for draft; 

(v) with Wholesaler's cooperation, ensure to the extent 
reasonably possible that all Products sold and 
distributed hereunder shall be merchantable and 
shall meet all standards of quality imposed by 
Federal law and by the laws of the State in which 
each Product is to be distributed. 

(vi) with Wholesaler's cooperation, ensure to the extent 
reasonably possible that all Products sold and 
distributed hereunder shall be merchantable and 
shall .meet all standards of quality imposed by 
Federal law and by the laws of the State in which 
each Product is to be distributed. 

3. OWNERSHIP OF WHOLESALER 

The ownership of Wholesaler is important because it is 
the owner or owners who have the right to establish basic 
policies and have the responsibility of providing financing, 
personnel, equipment and facilities for the effective 
operation of the business. Therefore, because of the 
participation of the owner(s) could also have a significant 
effect on the sale of Products and thP. Wholesaler's 
performance of its obligations undE·. this Agreement, the 
parties agree as follows: 

3 
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4. 

(a) Unless Boston Beer Company has given its express 
prior written approval, this Agreement shall in the sole 
discretion of Boston Beer Company immediately te:aninate 
pursuant to the terms of Paragraph 6 whenever there is a 
change of ownership, sale, transfer or other disposition 
(irrespective of the period over which such change of 
ownership, sale, transfer or other disposition occurs,) 
which results in a change in the control of Wholesaler's 
business. Boston Beer Company shall not be deemed to 
have waived its rights under this paragraph if notice of 
te:anination is sent within ninety (90) days of receipt 
by Boston Beer Company of notice of such change in 
ownership, sale, transfer or other disposition. As used 
herein, the te:an ncontrol" shall mean that combination 
of ownership interests which in legal or practical 
effect, in the reasonable judgment of Boston Beer 
Company, has the power to dete:anine the policies under 
which Wholesaler's business shall be operated and shall 
include, but not be limited to, any change of ownership, 
sale, transfer or other disposition of (i) twenty-five 
percent (25%) or more of Wholesaler's voting stock, if 
Wholesaler is a corporation; or (ii) a twenty-five 
percent (25%) or more interest in Wholesaler's business, 
if wholesaler is not incorporated; or (iii) twenty-five 
percent (25%) or more of the voting stock of any 
corporation which owns fifty-one percent (51%) or more 
of Wholesaler's voting stock, if Wholesaler is a 
corporation; or any change in (iv) the fo:an of business 
entity being utilized by Wholesaler, e.g., a change from 
a sole proprietorship or partnership to a corporation. 

OPERATING, SALES AND MERCHANDISING STANDARDS; DEFICIENCY 
TERMINATION 

Boston Beer Company and its existing wholesaler have, 
since Boston Beer Company's inception, successfully used 
certain operating, sales and merchandising methods and 
observed certain standards which have been carefully 
developed to preserve the integrity and quality image of all 
of Boston Beer Company's products, including ~he Products, 
and to produce maximum sales for its wholesalers not only for 
the present but also for the future. Wholesaler acknowledges 
and agrees that the use and observance of these methods and 
standards is of the essence and that failure to use or 
observe one or more of these methods or standards could 
result in the deterioration of Wholesaler's market position 
even though its current sales may be good. {These methods 
and standards, referred to herein as the Operating. Sales and 
Merchandising Standards, are set forth in de•ail in Exhibit 3 
attached to this Agreement and may be amendej or updated from 
time to time as provided in the Standards.) Wholesaler 
agrees to adhere to the Oper~ing, Sales and Merchandising 
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Standards. The mere fact that a wholesaler's current sales 
record is favorable does not necessarily mean that its 
operation is without deficiencies; conversely, the mere fact 
that a wholesaler's current sales record is u.~favorable does 
not necessarily mean that it operation is deficient. The 
philosophy of Boston Beer Company and Wholesaler shall be, in 
the first instance, to work together in a constructive way to 
eliminate the deficiencies in Wholesaler's operation. The 
parties recognize that it is mutually beneficial to eliminate 
any deficiencies in Wholesaler's operation. If, however, as 
determined in the sole discretion of Boston Beer Company, 
Wholesaler is not observing one or more of the Operating, 
Sales and Merchandising Standards in a manner and to the 
extent consistent with the type of market which is 
Wholesaler's territory, Boston Beer Company shall have the 
right to terminate this Agreement immediately (which 
termination is herein referred to as a "Deficiency 
Termination"). A Deficiency Termination may, in the sole 
discretion of Boston Beer Company, apply to all or only part 
of Wholesaler's Territory. As reasonable compensation, 
Boston Beer Company agrees to pay and Wholesaler agrees to 
accept in full satisfaction of all claims resulting from such 
a Deficiency Termination an amount equal to $15.00 per 
statistical barrel ($1.0887 per case equivalent), up to a 
maximum of $50,000, for the previous 12 month's sales volume 
in the portion of the Territory for which the Deficiency . 
Termination applies. 

5. OTHER IMMEDIATE TERMINATION 

Under certain extreme and serious situations, it is 
essential that Boston Beer Company shall have the right to 
terminate the brewer-wholesaler relationship inunediately, 
because of certain conduct by or against the wholesaler. 
Notwithstanding any other provision in this Agreement, in 
addition to the events giving rise to a right of inunediate 
termination specified in paragraphs 3 and 4 of this 
Agreement, if any of the following events occur, Boston Beer 
Company shall have the right, upon giving written notice to 
Wholesaler, which shall be effective upon receipt, to 
terminate this Agreement inunediately (said termination being 
referred to herein as "Inunediate Termination") without 
following any of the Deficiency Termination procedures and 
without paying any amount to Wholesaler upon such Inunediate 
Termination other than that required to purchase Wholesaler's 
inventory of Products as provided in paragraph 6: 
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(a) The assignment or attempted assignment by Wholesaler 
for the benefit of creditors, the institution of 
proceedings in bankruptcy by or against Wholesaler, 
the dissolution or liquidation of Wholesaler, the 
insolvency of Wholesaler or Wholesaler's failure to 
pay for Boston Beer Company Products in accordance 
with terms specified from time to time by Boston Beer 
Company in its sole discretion, the current terms 
being payment within thirty (30) days after shipment 
of Products; 

(b) Conviction of Wholesaler or of any owner, officer or 
, director of Wholesaler of a felony which, in the 

reasonable judgment of Boston Beer Company, may 
adversely affect the goodwill or interests of 
Wholesaler or Boston Beer Company. 

(c) Fraudulent conduct of Wholesaler in any of its 
dealings with Boston Beer Company or Products; 

(d) Revocation or suspension of Wholesaler's federal 
basic permit or of any state or local license 
required of Wholesaler for the normal operation of 
its business; or 

( e) Violation by Wholesaler of the provisions of 
paragraph 1 hereof. 

6. DISPOSITION OF CERTAIN TANGIBLE ASSETS OF WHOLESALER IN 
THE EVENT OF TERMINATION 

In the event of any termination of the brewer-wholesaler 
relationship, whether by Wholesaler pursuant to paragraph 15 
or by Boston Beer Company pursuant to paragraph 3, 4, 5 or 
14, regardless of the reason for such termination, Boston 
Beer Company shall purchase and Wholesaler shall sell to 
Boston Beer Company its inventory of Products at laid-in 
cost, and Wholesaler shall return to Boston Beer Company all 
Boston Beer Company pallets, empties, cooperage and point of 
sale material. then in Wholesaler's possession. (For purposes 
of this Agreement, "laid-in cost" shall mean ·the aggregate of 
(i) the amount paid by Wholesaler to Boston Beer Company for 
the Products, (ii) Wholesaler's cost of transporting the 
Products to Wholesaler's warehouse if paid separately by 
Wholesaler, (iii) the amount of any state and local taxes 
paid by Wholesaler in connection with the purchase of the 
products from Boston Beer Company, and (iv) a handling charge 
equal to fifty cents ($0.50) per statistical case of packaged 
beer and ninety-five cents ($0.95) per unit of draft beer) 
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7. OVER-AGE PRODUCT 

Boston Beer Company and Wholesaler are vitally 
interested in the maintenance of the superior quality of the 
Product sold by Wholesaler. In no event, therefore, shall 
over-age Products (according to Quality Standards established 
from time to time by Boston Beer Company in its discretion) 
reach the consuming public. If any over-age Product is found 
in the possession of Wholesaler or in the possession of a 
retailer to whom Wholesaler sold such Product, Wholesaler 
shall immediately destroy such over-age Product ·in accordance 
with all applicable laws and regulations, and replace any 
such Product with had been sent in the possession of a 
retailer with fresh Product at no cost to the retailer 
Wholesaler's cost of destroying and replacing over-age 
Product shall be borne by Wholesaler or by Boston Beer 
Company, depending upon which party was responsible for over
age condition. The determination of the party responsible 
for the over-age condition shall be made by the Brewery 
Representative (or such other employee that Boston Beer 
Company may designate) of Boston Beer Company in whose region 
Wholesaler's Territory is located. Boston Beer Company will 
be responsible for over-age product if it arrived in 
Wholesaler's warehouse with less than ninety (90) days of 
shelf life for packaged beer and thirty (30) days for draft 
beer, if Wholesaler notifies Boston Beer Company in writing 
within forty-eight (48) hours of the arrival of the shipment 
at Wholesaler's warehouse. 

8. TRADEMARKS OF BOSTON BEER COMPANY 

Wholesaler is hereby granted a limited, nonassignable 
and nontransferable right to use Boston Beer Company's 
trademarks and trade names solely in distributing, 
advertising and promoting the sale of the Products, but only 
in accordance with policies regarding the use of its 
trademarks and trade names established from time to time by 
Boston Beer Company in its sole and absolute discretion. 
This limited right shall cease and terminate immediately upon 
termination of this Agreement. 

Boston Beer Company trademarks and trade names shall, in 
all events however, remain the sole and exclusive property of 
Boston Beer Company. Boston Beer Company reserves all 
rights, including the right to license the use of its trade 
names, designs, brand names, labels and promotional slogans 
or trademarks on merchandise, goods, items or services, 
including but not limited to the Products sold and 
distributed hereunder. 
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It is specifically agreed that the Wholesaler, prior to 
leasing, selling or otherwise transferring to another or 
putting to a use other than that originally intended, any 
vehicles, warehouse facilities, equipment, office supplies or 
other property having had affixed, temporarily or 
permanently, trademarks or trade names of Boston Beer 
Company, shall remove, obliterate or eliminate said 
trademarks or trade names. 

Wholesaler shall not manufacture or have manufactured 
any merchandise bearing the trademarks and trade names 
without the prior written approval of Boston Beer Company. 

/ 

Wholesaler shall promptly notify Boston Beer Company of 
any infringement of Boston Beer's trademarks or trade names 
pertaining to the Products, or other merchandise that may 
come to Wholesaler's attention and assist Boston Beer Company 
in taking such action against said infringements as Boston 
Beer Company, in its sole discretion, may decide, all 
expenses and costs incident thereto being paid by Boston Beer 
Company. 

9. ADDITIONAL AGREEMENTS AND REPRESENTATIONS OF WHOLESALER 

(a) Wholesaler represents and warrants to Boston Beer 
Company as follows: 

(i) The information set forth on the Wbolesaler 
Information Sheet, Exbibit 1 hereto (which shall have been 
completed by Wholesaler at the time the Agreement is 
executed), is true, correct and complete and that Wholesaler 
agrees to notify Boston Beer Company within ten (10) days 
after any changes therein. 

(ii) Unless otherwise agreed in writing between 
Wholesaler and Boston Beer Company, Wholesaler has not paid 
any fee or other monetary consideration to Boston Beer 
Company with respect to entering into this Agreement. 

(b) The prices charged by Boston Beer Gompany to 
Wholesaler for the Products shall be established from time to 
time by Boston Beer Company in its discretion. Boston Beer 
Company shall have the right at any time to change prices and 
establish other terms of sale affecting the Products. Boston 
Beer Company may at any time from time to time apply, reapply 
or transfer any payment received from or credit due 
Wholesaler against the oldest items of account or 
indebtedness owed by Wholesaler to Boston Beer Company 
irrespective of any designation by Wholesaler. 
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10. RIGHTS RESERVED TO BOSTON BEER COMPANY 

Except to the extent that the specific provisions of 
this Agreement expressly provide otherwise, Boston Beer 
Company reserves to itself the unqualified right to manage 
its business in all respects, including, but not limited to, 
the right to maintain or alter the formula, ingredients, 
labeling or packaging of all of its products, including the 
Product. Moreover, in the event that Boston Beer Company is 
restricted in the sale of Products by capacity limitations, 
governmental restrictions, strikes or any other cause beyond 
its control, Boston Beer Company shall not be compelled, 
during -the period of time that such restriction(s) affect the 
production of Products, to honor all orders for Products 
placed by Wholesaler, but shall only be required to 
distribute available Products among its wholesaler, including 
Wholesaler, on a fair and equitable basis. 

11. DISCONTINUANCE OF A PRODUCT 

Boston Beer Company shall have the right, at any time, 
to discontinue the sale of any of its Products, packages or 
containers on a national, regional, statewide, or media
coverage-area basis. 

12. NEW PRODUCT OF BOSTON BEER COMPANY 

This Agreement shall extend only to the Products listed 
on the Wbolesaler Information Sheet, Exhibit 1 hereto, and 
Wholesaler shall have neither the right nor the obligation to 
market or distribute any other malt beverage or other product 
which Boston Beer Company may, at any time, decide to sell. 
At such time in the future as Boston Beer Company may decide 
to sell and Wholesaler may decide to buy any other malt . 
beverage products produced by Boston Beer Company, such other 
products shall be entered on the Wholesaler Information Sheet 
upon the mutual agreement of the parties and such entries 
shall not constitute an amendment of this Agreement. 

13. JOINT DEVELOPMENT OF MARKET PLANS 

(a} On not less than an annual basis at such time or 
times as may be specified by Boston Beer Company, 
Wholesaler will provide Boston Beer Company with 
both current and 5-year market plans which shall 
contain such information as Boston Beer Company may 
reasonably require; provided, however, that the 
information required by Boston Beer Company shall 
not include matters pertaining to the products of 
other brewers. Boston Beer Company will use its 
expertise in selli199 and promoting the Products to 
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(b) 

/ 

assist Wholesaler in developing or improving its 
market plans. Wholesaler agrees to discuss such 
financial and market plans with such 
representative(s) of Boston Beer Company as may be 
designated from time to time by Boston Beer Company 
for the region in which Wholesaler's Territory is 
situated. 

1;;ny data or plans so obtained or developed by 
Boston Beer Company or Wholesaler pursuant to 
subparagraph (a) above shall be kept in confidence 
by Boston Beer Company and by Wholesaler and its 
employees and shall not be disclosed to any other 
party without the prior written consent of the 
other party, unless such disclosure is compelled by 
a court or governmental agency and upon prior 
written notice to the other party. 

14. AMENDMENT OF AGREEMENT 

Experience indicates that changing circumstances dictate 
the advisability of changes being made in this type of 
agreement from time to time to make it a more meaningful and 
useful document for both parties. Wholesaler acknowledges 
and agrees therefore that the Agreement may be amended at any 
time pursuant to the following procedure: 

Boston Beer Company shall submit any proposed amendments 
to Wholesaler in writing. Wholesaler shall indicate its 
acceptance of all of the terms and conditions of any proposed 
amendment by either (i) returning two (2) executed copies to 
Boston Beer Company or (ii) continuing to order Product from 
Boston Beer Company at any time within fifty (50) days after 
the mailing date of the proposed amendment. If the two 
executed copies are returned, Boston Beer Company shall 
execute both copies and shall retain one executed copy of the 
amendment and shall return one executed copy to Wholesaler 
for its records. If an executed amendment shall not have 
been received by Boston Beer Company from Wholesaler within 
forty (40) days after the amendment was received by 
Wholesaler or Wholesaler has ordered no Product for fifty 
(50) days, this Agreement shall automatically terminate and 
both parties shall be relieved of any further liability or 
obligation under this Agreement, ex~ept as otherwise provided 
in paragraph 6. Upon such termination of this Agreement, the 
relationship between Wholesaler and Boston Beer Company shall 
thereafter be that of purchaser and seller, on an individual 
purchase order basis, terminable at will by either party. 

10 
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15. WHOLESALER'S RIGHT TO TERMINATE 

Wholesaler shall have the right to terminate this 
Agreement and it relationship with Boston Beer Company at any 
time upon giving Boston Beer Company thirty (30) days' prior 
written notice. If Wholesaler permanently ceases business 
operations, Wholesaler shall be considered to have terminated 
this Agreement, which termination shall be effective as of 
the date operations cease. In any such event, Wholesaler 
shall be entitled to no termination payment from Boston Beer 
Company, and Boston Beer Company's only obligation hereunder 
shall be to purchase Wholesaler's inventory of Boston Beer 
Company Products pursuant to the provisions of paragraph 6. 
Boston Beer Company shall not be obligated to purchase any 
other tangible assets. 

16. COMPLIANCE WITH LAW 

To the extent that the laws governing rights of 
distributors of alcoholic beverages adopted by the state in 
which Wholesaler primarily conducts its operations would 
restrict Boston Beer Company's ability to exercise any of its 
rights hereunder, including without limitation its rights to 
terminate this Agreement, such laws shall govern the exercise 
of such rights, superseding the applicable provisions of this 
Agreement. In all respects other than the exercise of rights 
under such laws, this Agreement is to be governed and 
construed according to the laws of the Commonwealth of 
Massachusetts and i~ to be considered a Massachusetts 
contract. The illegality or unenforceability of any 
provision of this Agreement, in whole or to any extent shall 
not operate to impair the legality or enforceability of any 
other provision of this Agreement or said provision except to 
such extent. The laws, rules and regulations of the 
Commonwealth of Massachusetts are hereby incorporated in this 
Agreement and made a party hereof to the extent that said 
laws, rules and regulations are required to be so 
incorporated and shall supersede any conflicting provision of 
this Agreement. If required by the laws of a state, Boston 
Beer Company and all Boston Beer Company Wholesalers in such 
state may enter into an amendment of this Agreement for the 
sole purpose of complying with such laws. 

17. ASSIGNMENT OF AGREEMENT 

The rights granted hereunder by Boston Beer Company to 
Wholesaler shall be personal, non-transferable and 
nonassignable without the prior written consent of Boston 
Beer Company. Wholesaler shall not assign this Agreement or 
any of the rights granted to or obligations imposed upon it 
by this Agreement, including by operation of law, to any 
other person or entity without the prior written consent of 
Boston Beer Company. 11 
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18. MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS 

(a) In certain provisions of this Agreement the title 
of a Boston Beer Company employee is used to designate the 
person who has the responsibility of carrying out a provision 
of this Agreement or of making a determination on behalf of 
Boston Beer Company. The title of such person may from time 
to time be changed by Boston Beer Company, and in such event 
the parties agree that it shall not be necessary to amend 
this Agreement to reflect such new title and that this 
Agreement shall automatically be construed as incorporating 
the new title wherever appropriate. 

/ 

(b) The great majority of Boston Beer Company 
wholesalers are incorporated, and the working of this 
Agreement reflects this fact. Where Wholesaler is a 
partnership or sole proprietorship the pronouns used in this 
Agreement and any other references to Wholesaler shall be 
construed in such manner as to make them applicable in all 
respects to a partnership or sole proprietorship, as the case 
may be. 

(c) All notices required or permitted by the terms of 
this Agreement must be in writing, shall be effective when 
mailed (except as otherwise expressly provided herein) and 
shall be transmitted by United States First-Class registered 
or certified mail with return receipt requested, with 
postage, prepaid and addressed (i) if to Wholesaler, to 
Wholesaler's last known place of business as indicated on the 
Wholesaler Information Sheet, Exbibit 1 hereto, and (ii) if 
to Boston Beer Company, to Boston Beer Company, 30 Germania 
Street, Boston, MA 02130 or any subsequent mailing address 
designated in writing by Boston Beer Company. 

(d) This Agreement, including all Exhibits to it, 
constitutes the entire agreement between the parties, and 
there are no other agreements or understandings, either 
written or oral, between the parties. This Agreement cancels 
and supersedes all previous agreements between Boston Beer 
Company and Wholesaler. 

(e) In the event that any part of the Wholesaler's 
Territory, as described in Exhibit 2 has previously been 
assigned to another Boston Beer Company Wholesaler before the 
execution of this Agreement, then any assignment under this 
Agreement of that previously assigned territory will be void. 

12 
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(f) Wholesaler acknowledges and agrees that any amount 
spent by Wholesaler in the performance of this Agreement, 
including but not limited to the establishment and 
maintenance of existing and/or additional sales, management, 
warehouse or administrative personnel; delivery vehicles and 
drivers; warehouse space; advertising and promotion costs; or 
any other expenditures or lost oppor~unities related to the 
perfonnance of this Agreement, shall be spent or incurred 
with the knowledge that this Agreement may be terminated as 
herein provided, and Wholesaler shall not make any claim 
against Boston Beer Company nor shall Boston Beer Company be 
liable to Wholesaler with respect to Wholesaler's investment, 
nor for any amount spent or costs incurred as aforesaid in 
anticipation of the continuance of this Agreement. 
Wholesaler acknowledges and agrees that Boston Beer Company's 
rights to terminate this Agreement, as provided in paragraphs 
3,4, and 14 are substantive contractual rights between the 
parties, which have been mutually agreed upon in good faith 
between the parties. In the event a law or regulation, 
generally known and ref erred to in the alcoholic beverage 
industry as a franchise law or regulation, now exists or in 
the future shall be adopted or be applicable in the state in 
which Wholesaler has its business, then the occurrence of a 
cause specified in paragraphs 3,4, 5 or 14 shall constitute 
sufficient cause, good cause, reasonable cause, just cause or 
such other similar terminology within the meaning of said law 
or regulation or purpose of termination of this Agreement, 
and any relationship, duties or obligations imposed by law 
between the parties. 

(g) The failure of either party to enforce at any time 
any provision and shall not affect the ability of such party 
to thereafter enforce each and every such provision. 

(h) Distribution by the Wholesaler of any product or 
brand which is in such direct and immediate competition with 
one or more of the products as to, in the sole discretion and 
unilateral judgment of Boston Beer Company, reduce the 
ability of those Products to compete effectively with other 
alcoholic beverages in Wholesaler's Territory, shall be cause 
for Immediate Termination under Paragraph 5. Boston Beer 
Company shall not be deemed to have waived it·s rights to 
insist on Wholesaler's performance of this provision by 
failing to object to the Wholesaler's distribution of any 
product or brand either at the inception of this Agreement or 
any time thereafter. By this provision, it is not the 
intention of Boston Beer Company to create an exclusive 
outlet or to prevent the Wholesaler from selling competing 
products of other companies. 

13 
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(i) Boston Beer Company and Wholesaler are independent 
contractors and are not and shall not be considered as joint 
ventures, partners, agents, servants, employees or 
fiduciaries of each other and neither shall have the power to 
bind or obligate the other, except as set forth in this 
Agreement. 

(j) Upon termination of this Agreement, any sums due 
and owing by Wholesaler to Boston Beer Company shall be 
credited against any sums owed by Boston Beer Company to 
Wholesaler. 

(k) In connection with this Agreement Boston Beer 
Company and Wholesaler may from time to time exchange 
proprietary data or confidential information. The parties 
agree to keep in confidence all such proprietary data or 
confidential information received in accordance with this 
Agreement. This provision shall survive the termination or 
expiration of this Agreement. 

(1) If any provision, or portion thereof, of this 
Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under any applicable 
statute or rule of law, it is to that extent to be deemed 
omitted and the other provisions of this Agreement shall 
remain in full force and effect. 

(m) All carriers utilized for delivery of any of the 
Products to Wholesaler, even in those instances where the 
carrier is selected and paid for by Boston Beer Company, 
shall be deemed the agents of Wholesaler and all risk of loss 
shall immediately pass upon delivery of the Products to 
carriers for shipment to Wholesaler. Boston Beer Company 
shall not be liable in any manner for loss or damage arising 
out of any delay or default in shipment or delivery. 

(n) Wholesaler may designate sub-distributors in areas 
within the Territory which Wholesaler does not serve on a 
direct basis. Any sub-distributors must be approved in 
writing by Boston Beer Company and must acknowledge and agree 
in writing to be bound by all of the terms and conditions of 
this Agreement. Wholesaler agrees to terminate any sub
distributor upon written notification from Boston Beer 
Company to Wholesaler of that sub-distributor's 
unsatisfactory performance and to appoint an alternative sub
distributor selected in writing by Boston Beer Company. 

14 
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WHOLESALER : 

ROBINS \VINE AND sprnrrs ' Thr 

DATED : ____ ~__,_J_.J'--+4__,/.........,._/..;;...tJ_ : ;e of Wholesale~~ 
7 TJ Printed Name ' ~ 

Title : ~~ 
/ 

BOSTON BEER COMPANY : 
BOSTON BREWING COMPANY, 

DATED: __ '-___,f /.__JLf_,_/Cf_S_ _ By : a=-~ 
Printed Name : C. James Koch 

Title : President 

15 
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Exhibit 1 
WHOLESALER INFORMATION SHEET 

Name of 
Wholesaler:~--=IVBINS.=;;==~WINE==~AND:.::.=~SPIRTIS~~""-lo:Thtuwa.·~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

Principal Place 
of Business: 1178 .DYCE AVE. 

Wholesaler's Form of Business Entity: 

a corporation...._..._~~~
a partnership~~~~~-

a sole proprietorship,~~~~~~ 
other (specify>~~~~~~~~~ 

State of incorporation, if applicable, =~~~~~~~~~~ 

Narne(s) and Percentage (%) Ownership of Owners: 

SfANR:N J. JmlNS 1cm; 

Nature of Ownership interest in WHOLESALER, e.g., Partner, 
Stockholder, etc. 

FAMILY G1INED 

Boston Beer Company PRODUCT AND PACKAGE SIZE, Wholesaler is 
authorized to distribute: 

PRODUCT/PACKAGE SIZE PRODUCT/PACKAGE SIZE 

1$ SAM ADAMS I.AGER 

226z BIG SAM 22oz R1l7JFR 

l2oz urn 

22oz AlE l2oz IXlllU m 

12oz AlE 12oz SFASJW, 

22oz SIIJTr 

l2oz SIWI' 

12oz lightship 

16 
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( 

~ 

~ 

·~ 

_...__ . .,......:--_ -~ 

DINS WINE AND SP1RI'IS OC. MARKE!'m:; ARFA 

Exhibit 2 
WHOLESALER'S TERRITORY 

~ (Be Specific) CilMY Sl?AT 

~ .. rl ffi la N? of lE' HN1ffi 

A'.ll:IEm 

1iII MThr!TTW 

cx:smm 
rnAWRlID RL'YRIB 

IE.AWARE IE.AWARE 

FAIRFIEID,. 
I..AtosIER 

FAYEI'IE 
WASHOOl!]i C H 

FRANKLIN axrms 
GAU.IA C..AI l :n:n IS 

GJERNSEY 

..;@ CAM8RJIGE 

JUTISOCPQ 

~ Iffi\N . 

JACI<&N JAoorn 

I<NJX Mr vmm 
lAWREN:E IRCNitW 

:£J NEWARK 

BFl J fEMADIE 

MADTim l.Cll[W 

MWCN MWQI. 

MEIGS K'MEB1y 

MEAN 
~~l;l;i;li 

Kim¥ MI' G1ll'AD 

K.SICOOM ZANESVIllE 

~ OOlHIL 
*Territory should coincide with attached map. 
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Exhibit 3 
OPERATING, SALES AND MERCHANDISING STANDARDS 

In accordance with the provisions of Section 4 of this 
Agreement, Wholesaler agrees to adhere to the following 
standards and acknowledges that failure so to adhere shall 
give Boston Beer Company the right to terminate the Agreement 
as a Deficiency Termination. 

Wholesaler shall achieve the following: 

1. Maximum reasonable distribution, display, promotion 
and sale of Boston Beer Company Products. Wholesaler will 
utilize the principles of a sales program which recognizes 
varying sales potentials of certain accounts and establishes 
a regular frequency of calls for all market segments. 

2. Proper stock rotation in the warehouse, on trucks, 
and where legal, in retail accounts in conformity with Boston 
Beer Company standards with regard to each of its Products·. 
All Products shall be first place in inventory in 
Wholesaler's warehouse and shall be sold to customers on an 
oldest-code-date-first basis. 

3. Proper handling, storage, placement, installation 
and record keeping of point-of-sale materials provided by 
Boston Beer Company and the maintenance and replacement of 
such material. 

4. Maintenance and prompt submission to Boston Beer 
Company of sales and inventory reports and such other records 
and financial data as from time to time may reasonably be 
requested by Boston Beer Company. 

5. Adherence to such Quality Control Standards as 
Boston Beer Company may from time to time develop and 
communicate to Wholesaler in dealing with Boston Beer Company 
Products. 

6. Maintenance of a sales/marketing force, sufficient 
in size to cover all necessary sales and marketing functions 
and to adequately service retail accounts within the 
Territory. Distribution for each of the Products at least 
equal to the distribution percentages obtained by a majority 
of other Boston Beer Company wholesalers in the surrounding 
geographical area and at least equal to the average of the 
five leading imported and microbrewery/specialty beers. 
Contribution to Boston Beer Company advertising that affects 
Wholesaler's market at least equal to the average of other 
wholesalers selling with the ~- ~lesalers Area of Dominant 
Influence. 

18 
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.· 

7. Use of Boston Beer Company point of sale material 
in accounts where such material can be used to promote Boston 
Beer Company Products. 

8. Provision of Boston Beer Company with timely 
information to help support wholesaler, manage its own 
brewing and bottling schedule, and direct any sales support 
activities effectively in Wholesaler's market including for 
each Product: 

• Beginning inventory, ending inventory, monthly shipments in 
and depletion's for each Product by the fifth day of the 
follc;>wing month. 

• Lists of accounts which do not carry the Boston Beer 
Company's Product but which carry imported beers (target 
accounts). 

• Sales of products by account including current month this 
year and last year and sales year-to-date this year and 
last year. 

• Orders of beer requirements before the fifth of the 
preceding month (e.g. before July 5 for shipment in 
August). 

9. Reasonable opportunity for Boston Beer Company 
representatives to work with Wholesaler's sales and 
merchandising personnel. 

10. Permit Boston Beer Company representatives at 
reasonable times to take monthly physical inventory of 
Products and Boston Beer Company point of sale materials. 

11. Inventories of product adequate to meet demand, in 
the territory, in accordance with Boston Beer Company's stock 
rotation levels, and maintain prompt delivery service and 
sales call frequency to retail accounts in accordance with 
good business practice and customer requirements, such 
delivery service and sales call frequency to be as prompt, 
frequent and effective as that of Wholesaler's competitors, 
(i.e., the local wholesalers, other than Wholesaler, for the 
three largest breweries, currently Anheuser-Busch, Miller and 
Coors). 

19 
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12. Wholesaler will adhere to the following standards 
for merchandising activities within accounts: 

A. 

• 
• 

• 
• 

• 
• / 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

Off-Premise, Current Accounts 

Check freshness and rotation of beer . 
Suggest upgrade of position in cooler to eye level 
next to handle. 
Suggest upgrade of case position . 
Put up cooler sticker where cooler stickers 
allowed. 
Put up shelf strip to mark cooler position . 
Put up poster where wall space available . 
Suggest blackboard/whiteboard . 
Put up bullseye where allowed . 
Hang mobile . 
Ask for floor displays on a regular basis . 
Ask for window displays where available . 
Use any other point of sale material supplied by 
Boston Beer Company and permitted by the account. 

B. Off-Premise, Non-Buying Accounts. 

Those accounts which stock and sell imported or American 
craft-brewed beers should be presented with Products once 
every month. Other accounts should be presented once every 
two months. 

C. On-Premise, Current Accounts 

• Check freshness and rotation of beer. 
• Suggest upgrade from bottles to draft and present 

cost comparison with imported beers. 
• Suggest usage of plastic table tents and inserts in 

the beginning and at least once every six months 
thereafter. 

• Suggest and provide point of sale materials 
which account uses, especially: 

*plastic table tents 
*blackboards, whiteboards 
*coasters 
*menu clips 
*paper table tents 
*buttons 
*umbrellas for visible locations - posters 
*Ask for beer of week/month where available 
*Use any other point of sale material supplied 
by Boston Beer Company and permitted by the 
account. 

20 
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Every on-premise account should be presented with the 
plastic table tents and inserts in the beginning and at least 
once every six months thereafter. Changes in the inserts 
should be obtained to keep them current. Paper table tents 
should be put up at all accounts which allow their use and 
prefer them to plastic table tents. 

D. On-Premise, Non-Buying Key Accounts 

Only those accounts which carry and sell a significant 
percentage (over 5%) of their beer volume in imported and 
American craft-brewed beers are key accounts. At other 
accounts, Products should be presented once after the Product 
has been in the market for twelve months and once every six 
months thereafter. At non-buying key accounts. Products 
should be presented at least once every two months. 
Presentation should include a discussion of Samuel Adams with 
the decision-maker, presenting him or her directly with a 
bottle or draft knob and draft comparison sheet, a copy of 
the reprint articles and award reprint, and the full color 
folder and the plastic table tents. Other POS material 
should be discussed and presented (including whiteboards, 
blackboards, coasters, menu clips and buttons, etc.) 

E. Legal Restrictions 

Only those merchandising activities which are not 
prohibited by state, local, or federal law should be 
considered as part of Wholesaler's obligations under this 
Exhibit. 

F. Wholesalers, sales representatives should be 
familiar with the key selling points of all Products, point 
of sale material activities and items, pricing and competitor 
pricing. 

G. Wholesaler agrees that these Operating, Sales and 
Merchandising standards may be updated by Boston Beer 
Company, in its sole discretion, to reflect changes in 
Products, market conditions, competition, point-of-sale 
material available, Boston Beer Company expectations, trade 
practices and applicable law. Such updates will become a 
part of this agreement automatically without requiring 
additional wholesaler approvement as specified in 
paragraph 14. 
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assignment

This Agreement of Assignment nude as of this 26* day of April, 1999, between 
Robta^ine and Spirits,Inc,, an Ohio corporation ("Robins"), Giazer's Distributors of 
Ohiqfd/b/a Robins Wine, a corporation ("Giazer's"), and as agreed t
by Boston Beer Company Limited Partnership, ("Boston").

WITNESSETH:

WHEREAS, effective as of April 14,1995, Boston and Robins entered into a 
certain Agreement of Wholesaler and Brewer Rights and Responsibilities ("Agreement"); 
and

WHEREAS, effective as of April 26,1999, Robins desired to transfer (he 
Agreement to Giazer’s ("Assignment”); and

WHEREAS, Boston agreed to the Assignment;

NOW, THEREFORE, Robins, in consideration of the sum of One Dollar (S1.00} 
paid by Giazer’s, and of other good and valuable consideration, the receipt of which is 
hereby acknowledged, does hereby assign, transfer and set over onto Giazer’s, all of the 
benefits and burdens of Robins’s title and interest, in and to the Agreement.

TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the name unto Giazer's, its successors and assigns, 
from the date hereof for the remainder of the terms thereof and subject to the conditions 
and terms thereof.

In consideration of the premises, Giazer's, its successors and assigns, hereby 
accepts the said assignment and transfer of the Agreement.

This Assignment shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the law:, 
of the State of Ohio.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, said Robins and Giazer's, by their respective officers 
thereunto duly authorized, have executed this Assignment under seal as of the day and 
year first above written and Boston has added its signature by its duly authorized officer 
approving the aforesaid Assignment.

ATTEST: ROBINS WINE AND SPIRITS, INC.

Secretary
Title. Cpoy£fV(i'e‘.$orc{-

Assignraent 1
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BOSTON BEER LEGAL P.05MAY-05-1999 15:54

ATTEST:

Bv:^----- -------
Printed Name^^ji? y ~^o*sl

Title: £/,u /ci/?

AGREED TO AS OF THIS 
26th DAY OF APRIL, 1999
BOSTON BEER COMPANY LIMITED PARTNERSHIP 
BY BOSTON BREWING COMPANY, INC., GENERAL PARTNER

By:______________
C. James Koch 
President

Assignment 2

,N 3
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TERRITORY DESIGNATION FORM
COMPLETE ONE FORM FOR EACH WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTOR AMD PRODUCT BRAND(S)

Supplier 'Bc&tof'0C£-r tompa^v/ L' mWd l^rtove/Ghi p
(jf, jflBoston Beer Company_________________________

STREET ADDRESS
75 Arlington Street

'S' CLASS PERMIT NUMBER
Si000015 

TELEPHONE NO
300/372 1131

cmr
Boston

state

MA
Zip
02116

PRODUCT BRANDS) Date introduced into okio
/Oregon Ale 4 Bee;

WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTOR
Glazsr'a Distributors of Ohio DBA Robins Wins

ADDRESS
1178 Joyce Ave Columbus, OH *Q219

<& Spirits
Type of Filing: C NEW □ AMENDED □ CANCELLED

□ Indicate here if Distributor has Statewide Distribution. If not indicate below those assigned counties.

COUNTY ALL PART COUNTY ALL part COUNTY ALL PART COUNTY ALL PART

Adams Fonfiow X Luting X Portage

Allan Fayette ■ V Logan Prado
AsNwa X FranJtlln )L. Lorsn • Putnam
AsmUA* Pulton ureas RiCiMana

Miens X GeMia X Maaison X Ross 9
Augoite iianonjig Sanoudcy

Bannent G«Cfl* Motion i Scion X
Bro^n Gwemsay X Medo« Seneca

Butler Haruiun Meigs ■ Sneioy
ClnoM Hancock Mercer Starts
Champaign Martin Miami SsiNimti
Ciant HWtSOn Monroe Trumtjull

Clermont Henry Mcmgomaiy Tuscarawas
Canton Highland Morgan x Urwon
Ca undone hooting X Mo now X Van Wert
Coeheeswi x Hdlmas MtdMngnam y Vinfon X
Cawloni X How Noble x nYanen
Cuyanoga Jack sen X OB«a Washington ■ X
Dime Jenerscn Paulaing Wayne

Dciiance Xno* X Putty X Williams
Drdawara X Late Pickaway x Wood
Eri’o Ll«*qnc« -jL. Pike JL in van oar

If you check, pan of county, please be more specific: {« mate specs s n*oa«i u&a Blank

I____________________________ __
Pn/K Nt/na

hereby, state the above information is true and correi

Sig/iaiiifr Tire Erfacwrm Darn
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BOSTON BEER LEGAL
I Life/ Ufa

MAY-05-1999 15=55
Aflr-SD-BU U:d«fH ffDIE-ULAIER

V* *mMN m

B«r u4 'Wine Section 
«MTniint Ktii P. 0.9m WS 
XijmeiaiOurs.OOM -OaiHeoS 

tN^u-ZWl

P.08

TERRITORY DESIGNATION FORM
COMPLETE ONE FORM FOR EACH WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTOR AND PRODUCT BHAND(S)

supplier Boston BeeTCcropnrry broiled ("fr/fcngrship 
^Boston Seer Company

-s* CLASS PERMIT NUMBER TELEPHONE NO
31000/15 800/372 1131

SWEET AD0H6SS
75 Arlington Street .

errr state up

Boston Ha 02116
product bbandiS) „afl brands curTt^ly rglistered DaTE INTRODUCED iNTO OkiO

wholesale distributor
Giazer's Distributors of Ohio DBA Robins Wine

ADDRESS
7178 Joyce Ave Columbus, OH *0219

& Spirits
Type of Filing: © NEW □ AMENDED Cl CANCELLED

□ Indicate here if Distributor has Statewide Distribution. If not indicate below those assigned counties. 
Those counties previously assigned to Robins Wine & Spirits.

COUNTY ALL PART COUNTY 1 ALL PART COUNTY ALL PART COUNTY ALL PART
M4IM FantiflQ r/ Licking Paitago
Alien J Fiyona / Logan PreWe
AaNand

"V^ Franklin / Loam Pgtnure
ASMttbwIi Fulton Lucas Remans v<
ASiflts V Galli* i/‘ MadsoA Ross /
AuQlUS Geauga MahonJtg Sanouciey
Baicneni Green* Marian Sckro
BfOwn Guernsey l/ Marina Seneca
Bu<J« Hartvltwi Meigs. ■ / Snaioy
Canoll Hancock Mercer Siaik
Champaign Hard>n Miami Ss.mrriii
Clark Hanson Mom* Tn/mhull
Clamant Henry Mor sparer* Twsoaawu
Chiton MiataflQ Morgan Union /
Caunbana Hocking / Morrow k/ Van Wan
Cwhoewn 1 Heimtfi Muskinipiam / Virtftai y
Cm»nord l/ Huron Noble v' Warren s
Cwvcga Jackson / Ottawa Washington \/

Dame Jerterscn Paulcing Was no
Q flume* Knox / Perry / William*
DMaware v/ Lett Pickaway / Wood
Er« Lawrence Pike i7^ wyanaot

If you check pan of county, please be more specific, in more spue s moom vm sunk pepen

Ptmt Maine
hereby, state the above information is true and cone1

Tide Ertmc IM Daco

I
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BOSTON BEER LEGALMAY-05-1999 15:56
ap;-ju-*!( u:a£Pm rroiriiLAitit

>n wwiM »
Beer u4 Wine Section

Tuning B»i£ P.Q.BtaAOQS 
&911*l4tburg,Ohia

*1*40+3401

rt 34 r-u/m
P.09

f-BMS

L_

territory Designation Form

COMPLETE ONE FOAM FOR EACH WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTOR AND PRODUCT BRAND(S)

supplier Ec^on lieer Cornpo/x^ Limned Ldfifte/shtp
jjrfi Boston Beer Company

’S* CLASS PERMIT NUMER
aiCOCDTO

TElEPhOnE NO
800/372 1137

STREET ADDRESS
75 Arlington Street

CITY
Boston

STaTE
Ma

2)P "
02176

PRODUCT SRanDiS) . 1 Date introduced into Oh.o

WHOLESALE OlSTfllSUTOR
Giazer's Distributors of Ohio DBA Robins Wine

address
7778 Joyce Ave Columbus, OH ^3279

&■ Spirits
Type of Filing: £ NEW Q AMENDED □ CANCELLED

G Indicate here if Distributor has Statewide Distribution. If not indicate below those assigned counties. 
Those counties previously assigned to Robins Wine A Spirits.

COUNTY ALL PART COUNTY ALL PART COUNTY Au- PART COUNTY ALL PART

Aoams Fairfiaq y Licking y Porags

Alien Payed# X Logan Prana

APNwia y Franklin Lorain Putnum

Asrrabuia Fulton Ureas Rreruano y
Allans y Gailia t Matfcdfi £ Aoss is

&02Lt$tk Motioning Sancuslcy

Belmont Greena Marion y Scioto *

Brown Guernsey y MoOna Seneca

Buyer Hatmnon Meigs. i Snaioy

Carrel) Hancock Marcar Stark

Cnarnphgn Hurt in Miami S^nnriH
Clare Harnson Monroe Trunwun
Cierment | Havy Montgomery Tuscarawas
Clinton Highnmn Morgan * Union X

CawnBiiAa Hoeaing y. Mo now y Van wan
Coehsoaen y Hoi ml Miskmtfiam y Virffon *

Crawl or) •$ Hmn Ncel» % wan an
Cuyutoga Jackson Obm Wasrwstwi y;

Oar** JoBarwsn Paulding Wayne
Downed Knot i Parry % Wikiami
DWSwM JL Lau Pickaway y Wood
Eiie Llwronce JL, P.Ica w^andot

If you check pan of county, please be more specific: [u more spas* a nteoea m atom paper

I
PlUV /VAOl*

hereby, state the above information is true and cocre*

Sqntlurc no* fiftem* Omti

olc isaa (R«v, 01.96)

TDTQi D mQ
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McDermott 
Will&Emery 

Boston Brussels Chicago Dallas Dusseldorf Frankfurt Houston London Los Angeles Miami 

Milan Munich Now York Orange County Paris Rome Seoul Silicon Valley Washington, D.C. 

Stra1e91c alliance with MWE China Law Offices (Shanghai) 

July 26, 20 16 

Arthur J. Decelle 

Attorney at Law 

adecelle@mwe.com 

+1 202 756 8460 

(Sent via Email to jo/111.roberts@glazers.com, Fax to 614-552-7891 and original sent via FedEx) 

Mr. John Roberts 
President 
Glazer's Distributors of Ohio, Inc. 
149 11 Quorum Drive, S. 400 
Dallas, TX 75254 

Re: Notice of Termination of 2006 Sales and Distribution Agreement between Great 
Lakes Brewing Company and Glazer's Distributors of Ohio, Inc. 

Dear Mr. Roberts : 

This notice o f termination is be ing sent on behalf of our c lient, Great Lakes Brewing Company 
("Great Lakes"). As you know, we reached out to the management of Glazer's in good faith to 
negotiate an alternative arrangement to termination we ll in advance of the recent transaction that 
constitutes the basis for termination. You are the point of contact in the notice provision of the 
Sales and Distribution Agreement ("Agreement") between Great Lakes and Glazer's Distributors 
of Ohio, Inc. (Glazer's) executed in 2006, and we are sending a copy of thi s notice to Alan 
Greenspan, who is now General Counsel of Southern G lazer's Wine and Spi rits, LLC. 

In response to an inquiry I made about the status of the highl y publicized merger of Glazer's and 
Southern Wine and Spirits, 1 received a letter explaining the transaction dated May 11, 2016 
from Mr. Greenspan in his capacity as General Counsel of Glazer's Distributors of Ohio, Inc. 
Great Lakes treated the letter as a notice of an ownership change or ass ignment and a change in 
control of the d istribution ri ghts for the Great Lakes brands as defined in the Agreement. 

Great Lakes also received a generic communication from Ronnie R. Elli s dated June 17, 20 16 
indicating that Glazer's and Southern Wine & Spirits of America "s igned a definitive agreement 
to combine our businesses" and that the resulting entity would be Southern Glazer's Wine and 
Spirits, LLC" ("Southern Glazer's"). 

Neither the May 11 letter nor the June 17 notice included a request for consent by Great Lakes to 
the changes in ownersh ip and control. 

Completion of the seri es of transactions outlined in the May 11 letter and June 17 notice was 
announced in a June 30 press release issued by Southern Glazer's. Virtually all of the other beer 

U.S. practice conducted through McDermott Will & Emery LLP. 

The McDermott Building 500 North Capitol Street, N.W. Washington O.C. 20001-1531 Telephone: +1 202 756 8000 Facsimile: + 1 202 756 8087 www.mwe.com 
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John Roberts 
July 26, 2016 
Page2 

distribution operations commonly owned and managed by Glazer's are now in a separate 
business. Glazer's Distributors of Ohio, Inc. is a new entity, a majority of which is now owned 
by Southern Glazer's. In the press release issued from its Miami headquarters, Southern Glazer's 
describes itself as "the largest North American wine and spirits distribution company, 
distributing more than 150 million cases of wine and spirits annually, and employing more than 
20,000 team members with operations in 44 states plus the District of Columbia, the Caribbean, 
and Canada." Those changes constitute a change in ownership and/ or an assignment as defined 
in Sections 9(a) and 9(c) of the Agreement. (Glazer's is identified as "Wholesaler" in the text of 
the Agreement.) 

Section 9(a) of the Agreement requires the prior written consent of Great Lakes "to any change 
in the ownership of Wholesaler," including: 

(i) any sale or transfer of more than 20% of the outstanding voting shares in Wholesaler 
or a change in partnership interests representing more than 20% of the business; 

(ii) any change, whether by one transaction or a series of transactions, having the 
practical effect of changing or transferring the power to determine Wholesaler's business 
policies ... or 

(iv) a change that would require Wholesaler's notification to TTB of a change in 
ownership under the provisions of 27 C.F.R. 1.42 or a successor regulation. 

Section 9( c) of the Agreement states, "Wholesaler must obtain GLBC's prior written consent to 
any transfer, sale or assignment of this Agreement (an "Assignment") or any rights or obligations 
that arise from it." 

Section IO(c)(v) of the Agreement states that Great Lakes "may terminate the Agreement for 
cause immediately upon the occurrence of certain causes not subject to cure, including ... [if the] 
Wholesaler undertakes an Ownership Change or Assignment without the written consent 
required by Section 9." 

Failure to obtain the consent of Great Lakes prior to the closing of the transactions that created 
Southern Glazer's constitutes a breach of Section 9 of our Agreement that is not subject to cure 
under Section I O(b) and therefore constitutes just cause for termination of the Agreement under 
the Ohio Alcoholic Beverages Franchise Act (OABFA), O.R.C. § 1333.82 et seq. In fact, the 
principle of prior consent of a manufacturer to a change in ownership of a wholesaler is 
expressly set out in OABF A with the proviso that the manufacturer cannot unreasonably 
withhold consent, O.R.C. § l 333.84(F). Since Glazer's asserted its right to conclude the 
transaction with Southern Wine & Spirits without requesting consent from Great Lakes, no 
opportunity existed for Great Lakes to exercise its reasonable business judgment and to 
reasonably withhold consent as required by Section 9(d) of the Agreement and OABFA. Great 
Lakes had a reasonable basis to withhold consent to the proposed Glazer's merger with Southern 
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John Roberts 
July 26, 2016 
Page 3 

under the criteria in Section 9( d) of the Agreement, and Great Lakes attempted to work out a 
transition and sale of the distribution rights to a new distributor. For these reasons, Great Lakes 
has the right under the Agreement and under Ohio law to terminate the Glazer's franchise. 

The terms of a written franchise consistent with OABF A and negotiated by experienced industry 
members cannot simply be ignored. Many legal and factual distinctions exist between the 
situation in the Southern-Glazer's transaction and the transaction in Jameson Crosse, v. Kendall
Jackson Winery, the case cited in the May 11 letter from Mr. Greenspan indicating that consent 
of Great Lakes was not required and closing the door to a negotiated transfer of the Great Lakes 
brands to another Ohio distributor. 

Accordingly, Great Lakes hereby terminates the Agreement as of the date this letter. If an Ohio 
court determines that the sixty day statutory notice and cure period under OABF A, O.R.C. § 
1333.85, or the sixty day notice period established in Section lO(b) of the Agreement applies, 
then the Agreement shall terminate on September 25, 2016. 

Great Lakes further asserts and provides notice of its right to terminate the Agreement on 
September 25, 2016, pursuant to Section 10( d) and upon payment of Reasonable Compensation 
as defined in the Agreement. 

Great Lakes is prepared to fulfill its post-termination obligations under Section 11 of the 
Agreement and will make certain that existing inventory and empty kegs are removed from the 
premises of Glazer's at a mutually agreeable time and that Glazer's is compensated for the 
inventory at the "laid-in cost." 

Sincerely, 

Arthur J. Decelle 
Counsel 

c.c. Alan Greenspan, Esq. via e-mail to alan.greenspan@glazers.com 

DM_ US 74838300-1.033380.0011 
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THE BOSTON BEER COMPANY 
1 f I: T 1' I I f ' p. () 

Offices: One Design Center Place, Suite 850, Boston, MA 02210 
p: 617-368-5000 • f 617-368-5500 

~ 

July 28, 2016 

Sent via certified mail and e-mail to wchaplin@southermvine.com; 
Alan. Greenspa11@g/azers.com; SStein@g/azers.com 

Mr. Wayne Chaplin 
President & CEO 
Southern Wine & Spirits of America, Inc. 
1600 N.W. 163'd Street 
Miami, FL 33 169 

Subject: Notice of Breach and Termination 

Dear Mr. Chaplin, 

0 

The Boston Beer Company ("Boston Beer") hereby provides formal notice that the Agreement of 
Wholesaler and Brewer Rights and Responsibilities ("Agreement") with Glazer's Distributors of 
Ohio, Inc. (Glazer's) shall terminate on or before September 30, 2016. While the Agreement by 
its tenns can be terminated immediately, we would like to arrange an orderly transition of our 
brands prior to the termination date, and we will provide sufficient beer to fill pending and new 
orders from retailers received by Glazer's between now and the termination. 

In my letter of June 14, 2016 to Wayne Chaplin and Alan Greenspan, Boston Beer asserted its 
right to terminate the Agreement for cause based on the pending changes in ownership and 
control of Glazer's, which constitute a change of control, assignment. Failure to obtain Boston 
Beer's consent to the transactions combining Glazer's and Southern Wine & Spirits and 
transferring Glazer's franchise to a new massive wine and spirits operation constitutes a material 
breach of the Agreement. The fact that one of the primary persons with whom we communicated 
was a principal of a different company (Mr. Chaplin) underscores the fact that Glazer's has 
transferred its business and its franchise. 

Section 3 of the Agreement stresses the importance of ownership of a wholesaler and requires 
"express prior written approval" of Boston Beer "whenever there is a change of ownership, sale, 
transfer or other disposition (irrespective of the period over which such change of ownership, 
sale, transfer or other disposition occurs,) which results in a change of control of Wholesaler's 
business. " 

The conversion of Glazer's Distributors of Ohio, Inc. to an LLC and the subsequent transfer of 
ownership interests and assignment of the distribution rights to Southern Glazer's are clearly 
within the description of the changes in ownership in the Agreement. Glazer's was aware of 
Boston Beer's position well in advance of the June 30 transaction, and Glazer's repeatedly 
asserted in written and verbal communications the position that Boston Beer's consent was 
unnecessary and that the change in ownership provision of the written Agreement was 
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inconsistent with the Ohio Alcoholic Beverage Franchise Act. As you know, we do not agree 
with that position and plan to wind down our business relationship over the next 60 days. 

Boston Beer will fulfill its post-termination obligations under the Agreement and purchase any 
inventory on hand as of the termination date. 

Please contact me at your earliest convenience to discuss the process moving forward. 

Sincerely,~/~ 
Martin F . Roper 
CEO 

cc: Alan Greenspan 
Executive V ice President and General Counsel 
1491 1 Quorum Drive, Ste. 150 
Dallas, TX 75254 
A lan.Greenspan@glazers.com 
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